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BG icers sweep Lake Superior to move on to the CCHA semifinals at Joe
Louis Arena next weekend against top-seeded Michigan
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discusses the effects of
the middle class on the
powerful upper class
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"Serving the Bowling Green community for over 75years"

Kemp speaks in BG at 5th
District Lincoln Day event
Former candidate
labels election as
big conservative
victory
ByVINCEGUERRIERI
I he tiC News

BG New. Pkoto by Jo. Boy k

Jack Kemp gestures to emphasize a point during his speech at the 5th District Lincoln Day Dinner Saturday at the Lenhart Grand Ballroom.

Jack Kemp told an audience of
about 800 people at the 5th District Lincoln Day Dinner at the
Lenhart Grand Ballroom of the
University Union that big
government is the root of all evil.
Kemp, 1996 Republican vice
presidential nominee, said the
election, though won by Democrat Bill Clinton, was in many
ways a conservative victory.
"The President didn't win
without talking about the fami-

Disappointing MAC loss
leaves Falcons in NIT
The faces were grim as they
sat around head coach Jim Larranaga's basement
The Falcon men's basketball
team knew that an NCAA bid
was a long shot, having been
upset by Eastern Michigan
Friday in the Mid-American
Conference Tournament semifinals.
But the team gathered in
Larranaga's basement anyway
to view Sunday evening's
selection show, hopeful that
the chips might fall in their
direction.
They didn't.
Bowling Green instead will
get an NIT bid, the school's
first since 1991. The Falcons
visit West Virginia Wednesday
at 7 p.m.
The Falcons remain without
an NCAA Tournament bid
since 1968.
"We all think we deserve to
be in the tournament, but our
opinions are irrelevant," said
senior point guard Antonio
Daniels.
Only one Mid-American Conference team earned a bid:
Miami, the tournament cham-

By DARLA WARNOCK
The BG News

Bowling Green (22-9) vs.
West Virginia (19-9), 7 p.m.
■ Defense non-existent in stunning loss to Eastern Michigan.
Story, page 5.
■ MAC Tournament coverage,
pages 5-7.
■ Complete NCAA Tournament
graphic, page 9.

• See NIT, page six.

• See KEMP, page three.
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University sophomore missed by many

NIT lit Round
Wednesday, March 12
Morgantown, W.V.

pion who shared the regular
season crown with the Falcons,
plays Clemson on Friday in
Kansas City.
Now the Falcons' focus turns
to winning the NIT. A total of
32 teams are in the NIT.
BG would have to win three
games - all on the road, most
likely - before qualifying for
the NITs Final Four at Madison Square Garden in New
York the last week in March.
"Once you start playing, you
have something to play for,"
BG coach Jim Larranaga said.
"If we cut down the nets in

the current 2.4 percent economic
growth rate "anemic."
He noted when he was playing
football for the Buffalo Bills in
the 1960s, he made $12,000, and
paid between 4-5 percent in
taxes. Now, Kemp said, the average family must pay nearly 30
percent of their Income in taxes.
These taxes are then used to
pay for social programs like welfare, which Kemp said needs to
be reformed. He said welfare
cannot be reformed without
creating jobs.
The current job crisis, according to Kemp is not unemployment, but underemployment,
where people have jobs, but jobs
that do not pay enough. Kemp
decried the fact that two parents
have to work today to make the

Student killed
in car accident

Snubbed
By SCOTT BROWN
The BG News

ly," Kemp said. "He sounded like
Ronnie Reagan at times. He won,
and now he's got to live up to his
rhetoric."
Kemp said Clinton's "bridge to
the future" was In reality what
French philosopher Alexis de
Tocqueville referred to as the
"mind-numbing velvet tyranny
of bureaucracy," and that big
federal government is not the
key to solving problems, Kemp
said.
"Government continues to be
the problem," Kemp said. "It is
seldom the solution. It spends too
much. It taxes too much."
Kemp, a proponent of reducing
the income tax and eliminating
the capital gains tax, called for a
revamping of the tax system
which he said penalizes success,
risk-taking and enterprise while
subsidizing debt. Kemp called

BG Newi Photo by llidckl Kotuyaoal

Bowling Green point guard Antonio Daniels is embraced by
Eastern Michigan's James Head after the Falcons' stunning loss
Friday in the MAC semifinals. The loss eliminated the Falcons
from NCAA Tournament consideration.

A University student died Friday and another was injured
after a car accident that occurred Thursday night.
Rick Machol, a sophomore
sports management student, was
a passenger in a car driven by
Michael Brewster, a junior political science major. Machol was
put in intensive care immediately after the accident and
died the next day after a lengthy
surgery. Brewster suffered only
minor injuries.
Apparently, the two students
were driving on the Ohio Turnpike through Pittsburgh, Penn.,
on their way to Machol's home in
New York. After hitting a patch
of ice on a bridge, their car spun,
hitting a semi-truck on the passenger's side.
Machol's roommate, Paul, who
preferred his last name not be
used, said Brewster said the last
thing he remembered seeing was
the lights on the semi-truck.
Paul said he is trying not to
think about the accident and the
loss of his roommate, saying he
still expects Machol to walk in
the door.
Paul said Machol was very
considerate and always willing to
help.

Rick Machol

"He'd give you his right arm if
you needed it," Paul said. "He
was always there for you. That
sounds so cliche, but that's the
way he was. He was always there
if you needed to talk."
Chris Stipes, a sophomore student who lived across the hall
from Machol, said many residents in Rodgers are reluctant to
talk about the accident and Machol, but things are starting to
get back to normal.
Most students are just trying to
keep the incident out of their
mind, he said.
Stipes said Machol's friends
visited his room this weekend,
staring at pictures and remembering their friend. One
friend wrote a message to Ma• See STUDENT, page three.

Kaptur focuses on women Magician to educate on the
Congresswoman
un-magic of drugs, alcohol
speaks about lack
of resources for
female politicians
By MIKE WENDLING
The BG News

Rep. Marcy Kaptur spoke
about women in federal office
Friday to an audience of about
100 people In the Jerome Library
Conference Room.
Kaptur was at the University to
promote her new book, "Women
of Congress: a 20th Century
Odyssey."
"Every day of my life in Wash-

I

I

ington is spent in utter combat,"
said Kaptur. "When I come to
speak to an audience like this, it's
a real treat."
Kaptur went on to say that the
battlefield of public office has
been especially difficult for
women.
"What I learned was that over
11,700 citizens have served in
federal office and less than 200
of those have been women," Kaptur said. "And of those women, 42
hove served longer than ten
years."
Despite the obstacles facing
women in Congress, Kaptur
managed to gather together information from a multitude of
sources about powerful women
in Congress.

"I was shocked as 1 got into the
material, because it truly was
scattered ... so much of women's
history is not recorded," she said.
Kaptur's book focuses on the
stories of 15 female members of
Congress.
"I tried to breathe life into
these women," Kaptur said. "Not
just to talk about which committees they served on or where
they were bom, but to get into
their background. Support
systems for women are much
fewer [than those for men]."
Kaptur also talked about a recent bill she sponsored and about
her experiences as a woman in a
Congress that is nearly 90 per• See KAPTUR, page three.

By GENELL PAVELICH
The BG News

Students will have the opportunity to be dazzled and
amazed tonight as Bob Fellows,
renowned educator and magician, will address the issue of
how easily the mind can be
manipulated.
His presentation, "Mind
Over Manipulation," will include illusions, mind reading
and mental tricks to show students how easily they can succumb to peer pressure and the

media Involving alcohol and
drugs, as well as stressing the
importance of leading a
healthy lifestyle.
The presentation, which
starts at 9 p.m. in 101 Olscamp,
kicks off "Safe Spring Break
Week" and the event is sponsored by the groups Boosting
Alcohol Consciousness Concerning the Health of University Students (BACCHUS) and
Greeks Advocating the Mature
Management of Alcohol (GAMMA).
Fellows has lectured at the

White House and has also appeared on various talk shows
Including "Donahue," "David
Letter-man" and "Leeza."
Michelle Brewer, BACCHUS
adviser, said the event should
be entertaining and she would
encourage students to attend.
"Bob Fellows uses mind, magic, illusions and escape artistry to show students how easily the mind can be manipulated and influenced by
peers," she said. "Usually pre• See FELLOWS, page three.
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Middle-class lie benefits powerful
In the past few years I have
found time arid again that the
United States of America is not the
pure land of individual freedom
and social/economic equality (and
what freedom there does exist is
subject to many clauses). Therefore, what 1 hope to do is broadly
expose some of the American
fallacies, attempting to motivate
you to critically analyze our
culture and. in time, possibly
positively change this countryToday in the United States, 1
percent of the population owns
and controls 40 percent of all
American wealth -that is, businesses, property, communication,
entertainment, stocks, etc. 1 have
seen that figure over and over and
it still strikes me as unbelievable.
For this fact contradicts everything
that we have been taught: That In
our country, "we are free to do and
accomplish anything we want."
If this is true, then how can so
few people own (and therefore,
control) so much? it would seem
that only 1 percent of the people in
the U.S. want to obtain economic
wealth. What about the other 99
percent? What about the 15
percent of U.S. citizens who live
below the poverty line? What about
the one quarter of all American
children under the age of six who
live in poverty? Are they merely
lazy and unwilling to work? I think
NOT.
There is a chain which runs
through American history, one of
suppression of those without
power. Whether it be gender power,
land power, political power or race
power, they are all In turn tied
together by the ability to obtain
and accumulate economic wealth,
for without wealth in our country,
one is pou^rless. To understand
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Letters to the Editor

Copyright C 1997. The BG News. Bowling
Green. Ohio. Reprinting of any material in this
publication without the permission of The BGNews
is strictly prohibited.
The BG News is an independent publication
founded in 1920 and is published daily during the
academic year and weekly during the summer semester.
Opinions expressed in columns and letters to
the editor are not necessarily those of the student
body, faculty. University administration or The BG
News. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the
Spring 1997 BG News staff
The BG News encourages its readers to notify
the paper of any errors in stories or photograph
descriptions.
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Brian Julius Kwolek Is a
BGSU student and publisher of
"The College lie." a 'zine devoted to social, economic, and
political Issues. Questions and
comments can be sent to
kwolek@bgnet.bgsu.edu or 210
West HalL Submissions to "The
College Lie" can be sent to
kwolek@bgnet. bgsu.edu.

372-6966

If you would like to submit a Letter to the
Editor, please follow these guidelines:
• Make sure the letter b 500 words or less.
Fkatc Include your address, major, academic class and phone number (phone
numbers are strictly for verification and
not for publication).
•Letters must be typed, and not handwritten. Letters brought in saved oa a
Macintosh-compatible disk are preferred.
• Brin( Use letter to Roam 210 West Had,
or e-mail a* at bgnews0bgnet.bgsu.edu.
Be prepared to show valid identification.
• Space limitations may prevent The BG
News from printing all letters received.
The BG News reserves toe right to eat
aay aad all letters.

J

Gates? Are we all free to be "the
little person who works their ass
off until they achieve the
American Dream?" No way.
For every Lee Iacocca on the
top of the economic pyramid,
there are millions of peasants
who are merely used and built
upon below. This country was
founded on. and maintains Itself
through the "rags to riches/land
of opportunity" MYTH.
The cruel reality, however, is
that America Is built on the
desperate attempts and inevitable failures of millions of
people trying to achieve the
power status that only a small
percentage can attain. We are
limited by opportunities denied
due to social and class status
and almost never transcend
those class boundaries.
Let me leave you with a quote
and statistic symbolizing my
discontent with how we are run.
and how the powerful are
privileged over the working
classes. Dr. C. Evert Koop said
the following when he resigned
as U.S. Surgeon General, in
obvious disagreement with
President Bush's "war on
[Illegal] drugs": "Last year
|1988|, in the United Slates.
2.000 people died from cocaine.
In the same year, cigarettes
killed 390.000 people."

MA

Jim Tocco. Assistant Sports Editor
Jason McMahon
William Sanderson

Jennifer Apt
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Greg Schwitzgabcl
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tained by having a comfortable
middle, a buffer between the haves
(the upper I percent) and the
have-nots (the masses). With our
comfortable automated suburban
lives, we enable the elite to keep
control with a minimum of coercion and a maximum of law.
Between the haves and the
have-nots lies a cushy, supposedly
free middle class. The prevailing
attitude of this class is."II we are
given a slice of the pie (however
small) then why should we complain?"
Because of this relatively
apathetic comfort and unwillingness to question or change, the
middle class allows the upper 1
percent to maintain control of our
country and our lives, as well as
subject millions of American
citizens to conditions more often
attributed to third world countries.
Maintaining the buffer of the
middle Is Imperative because It
keeps us (that is. the middle class,
me and probably you) in a state of
comfortable freedom which Is
controlled and granted, allowing
those with power to keep the
masses from questioning the role
of our leaders and from objecting
to the conditions of others.
With great ease, then, those
with power In America hide behind
the guise of middle class "freedom." But freedom to do what,
freedom to challenge what?
Freedom to buy a bigger TV.
freedom to get cable and 64
channels, freedom to be a mere
subject of marketability. In other
words, freedom to be a consumer.
What does that get us and those
around us?
Are the 15 percent of Americans
below the poverty line free to be
the next Andrew Carnegie or Bill

t-«J\EN ONA. K< ISS'ON-T

Doug Khrenovsky. Assistant Photo Editor
Jeremy Martin
Amy Van Hom
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Sports Staff

this, we must know how and
why this country was formed.
Acclaimed economist Charles
Beard warns that no government, not even the United
States, is neutral; their actions
represent the dominant economic Interests and their
constitutions are intended to
represent those interests.
When creating the Constitutlon. "Founding Fathers" James
Madison. John Jay and
Alexander Hamilton argued (and
won) that "representative
government needs to maintain
peace and control disputes that
come from various and unequal
distribution of property and
control factional struggles of
inequalities In wealth.' (Emphasis added.)
Later, Hamilton wrote that
the "new Union would be able to
repress domestic faction."
protecting the economic and
power interests of the upper 3
percent of the population (at
that time, the upper 3 percent
controlled most of the property
and wealth).
If we look at the current 1
percent statistic, it may help
explain a bit more. If so few
people own and control so
much, then why don't the other
99 percent demand more?
The answer Is one of the
greatest accomplishments ever,
with regard to maintaining
power and suppressing social
unrest: the creation of the
middle class.
With the middle class, the
upper 1 percent can control
practically everything, and also
prevent losing control due to
social dissldence. This ability to
control is obtained and main-
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Poor coverage of
BGSU minorites
My letter is in response to the
lack of awareness The News has
failed to provide for Black History
Month. I have been a student here
at BGSU for four years and have
failed to understand why The News
does not place "Did you know?"
facts In its pages during the month
of February.
The News' motto Is "Serving the
Bowling Green community for over
75 years." but I ask this: who does
The News serve? Does The News
serve all ethnic groups? Or Just the
majority? It's a shame the only
time African-Americans are in The
News Is when It concerns sports or
when celebrities have been butchered by the media (O.J. Simpson,
for example).
Taking pictures of the Gospel
Choir for Martin Luther King Day
is not enough. How many times In
its layout of campus pictures has
The News placed a minority In the
paper? The News contributes to
the stereotypical Images of AfricanAmericans seen too much In
today's media. The only time
African-Americans are on the front
page Is when we shoot the most
baskets, score the most touchdowns, or commit some act of
crime
Stop placing blacks on the front
page when It relates to athletes or
celebrities. Start mentioning black

organizations on this campus
who are really concerned about
serving the community, as The
News should be. Understand
that The News Is not showing
equal representation of all
ethnicities on a consistent
basis.
Andrew-Bryce Hudson
Senior
Telecommunications

Field House
used by teams
We would like to respond to
the misdirected complaint Chris
Nickerson wrote in The News on
Tuesday. March 4. He spoke of
being kicked out of the Field
H ouse because of other soccer
players and eight soft ball
players. We understand that the
Field House Is funded by the
students and the athletic
department.
However, athletic teams have
certain blocks of time reserved
for Field House use. In essence,
we (athletes) have priority when
It comes to those certain times.
Now. "making the softball
players play In the cages" Is the
most absurd thing I have ever
heard. How would you expect a
team to actually practice in the
cages? The only constructive
things we can do In there are
hitting and pitching. What

about the other aspect of the game
called "fielding?"
Maybe he Is not referring to
the actual BGSU Softball team In
his letter, but we would recommend specifying who exactly he Is
speaking about when writing a
letter. Besides, the Field House staff
should post when there are open
times available to the student body
outside of the sport teams blocks.
Pam Kreuz
Senior
Rhonda Fett
Freshman
BGSU softball

Web site spreads
racist thought
Last Wednesday, I was walking
to the Art Building when I noticed
a bright orange sticker that had
been placed over top of a flyer
about the supposed " racial
inequalities* in our fraternities.
Now of course I was naturally
interested in what this was. so I
took a closer look. Upon my
investigation. I noticed that this
sticker had been placed there for
"white people only" and was an ad
for the National Alliance.
This ad promoted "preservation or the white race. When I
looked at it I thought. "Well, that's
fair enough. Blacks can have thelr
say about their race. Hispanic s
can. so this is acceptable." So. I

took down the World Wide Web
address and figured I would
look into this "club."
What I found there
completely disgusted me. An
article entitled "Who Rules."
spoke of Jewish people who own
newspapers. TV stations, and
other things, such as how our
news broadcasters are passive
towards events Including other
races and nations. Another
page on their site was a link to
their "German" counterparts
site. One site was all about
books you could get to support
this.
Let me reiterate how I feel
here. I am disappointed when I
hear talk of racism by ANYONE.
The Web address, if you
would like to look at it Is.
www.natvan.com. I welcome
any comments at:
nlcoldObgnet.bgsu.edu.
If America is the "Melting
Pot." why are we fighting over
who belongs here and who
doesn't? If It weren't for the
explorers, this place we so
dearly love would still belong to
the Native Americans who had It
first, but we can't keep looking
back at history to fight over It.
but to learn from ltl
Melting Pot. What does that
mean to you?
Nicole Douglas
BGSU student

"With the
middle class,
the upper 1
percent can
control practically everything, and
also prevent
losing control
due to social
dissidence."

Way. March 10. 1997
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KEMP

Flooding poses
risk of erosion

Aargh! Mid-terms!

Continued from page one.

wages that one parent made in
the 1960s.
Kemp spoke at the dinner at
the request of Rep. Paul Gilimor.
Gillmor said the event, which annually draws about 800 people, is
the largest political gathering in
Ohio.

least a foot higher in February
than the long-term average for
CLEVELAND - The level of that month of 570.8 feet above
Lake Erie has risen nearly 2 feet sea level.
above normal, posing an erosion
"When I look out my window, I
risk to lakefront property.
fear for my neighbors. They're
"I am amazed at how high the going to be hurting," Raider said.
lake is for this time of year," said "I got three (break-walls) out
Scudder Mackey of the Ohio De- there protecting my property.
partment of Natural Resources' We keep raising the barriers, but
Lake Erie Geology Group.
how high can we go?"
"I think we're going to see
East of Cleveland, erosion
some real erosion problems in
some places, and we may have problems are worse because of
extensive flooding in low-lying the composition of shoreline soil.
areas, especially the western Glaciers left sand and stone debris called glacial till, which is
part of the state."
more easily eroded than the shale
Keith Raider, of Madison cliffs west of Cleveland.
Raider, a member of the InterTownship northeast of Cleveland, and others who live along national Great Lakes Coalition
the 262 miles of shoreline in Ohio for Shoreline Preservation, said
are watching the lake. It has been he feared the deeper waters will
damage the shoreline, particularelevated for years, Raider said.
Since 1991, the lake has been at ly near Painesville.
The Associated Press

One of those in attendance was
state senator Bob Latta, who said
Kemp could be the heir apparent
to Ronald Reagan's title as "The
Great Communicator."
"I think he laid it out for
everyone where the future of the
country lays," Latta said. "I think
what he said was absolutely
true."
Latta believed Kemp was a
front runner for the Republican
nomination for President in 2000.
Gillmor also liked Kemp's
chances for the presidency, but
guarded his optimism.
"I don't know of anyone at this
stage to be more of a front runner
than Kemp," Gillmor said. "But
it's too eariy to tell."

Inmates honor priest
with celebratory Mass
The Associated Press

MANSFIELD - Father David
Foxen has been a Roman Catholic
priest for 30 years, most of which
have been spent shaping the lives
of convicted criminals.
Foxen, 56, who has counseled
prisoners at the Mansfield Correctional Institution and the
former Ohio State Reformatory
for 22 years, also is the deputy
warden of special services at
MCI. He is responsible for the
prison's school, mental health
program and religious, recovery
and medical services.
On Saturday, he got something
back from his flock of inmateparishioners: They organized a
celebratory Mass for him, an
event that remained a surprise to
the priest until the last minute.
The special occasion was attended by the Most Rev. James
Hoffman, bishop of Toledo, and
many other clergy.

"It can be a very discouraging
environment because they certainly have a lot of troubles and
pain to carry, but you also see
some very heartening and uplifting things, and that's the
counterbalance," he said.
After the Mass, Foxen said he
was especially moved by the inmates' composition of the
"Prayer of the Faithful."
"When they read that ... it was
beautiful," the Chicago native
said.
Foxen said his work at the
Mansfield prison has been a calling from God.

chol on his door, telling him
goodbye and that he would always be loved, missed, and remembered.
The incident left many students in disbelief. Stipes said.
"It was more of a shock at
first," Stipes said. "Then I just
started crying."

Stipes explained how the death
is affecting students, allowing
them to put things into perspective.
"He's right across the hall, but
he's not there," Stipes said. "He
was 19, his whole life in front of
him and it seems like it's just not
fair."

BG Nf •■ PlMla fc* Jeremy Martin

Raegan Sandonato, a senior interpersonal communications major, studies hard for her last set of midterms.

RALEIGH, N.C. - A paratrooper "fixated on death" who shot
19 soldiers on his Army base would have been discharged before
the shootings if officials had followed Army regulations, a newspaper reported Sunday.
Sgt. William Kreutzer Jr., sentenced to die for the Oct. 27,
1995, attack that killed an officer and wounded 18 other soldiers
at Fort Bragg, was high-strung, depressed and obsessed with violence and killing before the shootings, The News & Observer of
Raleigh reported.
The newspaper cited Army psychiatric records and court and
investigative papers.
Kreutzer, who opened fire from a foxhole on 1,300 82nd Airborne Division troopers at morning calisthenics, spoke persistently about killing almost from the time he joined the army in
February 1992, the newspaper said.
After he joined the 82nd Airborne in 1993, one of his team
leaders, Spc. Junior Estrada, said Kreutzer "seemed to be fixated on death and always seemed to speak about killing animals,
people and just about anything."
He talked of stabbing a squadron of soldiers with his bayonet,
running over hundreds of troops with a 2-ton truck wrapped in
concertina wire and of assassinating generals, the newspaper
said.
Kreutzer had asked for help with his emotional problems more
than a year before the attack. "I feel a great deal of anger and hatred and I am preoccupied with violent feelings/thoughts," his
application for psychiatric help stated.

cent male.
"If you walk around the Capitol
and look at the artwork, you
would think that the only people
who live In America are men ...
when looking at the art, you start
to say 'Hey, this doesn't look like
where I come from. What's missing here?"' Kaptur said. "One of
the bills I had was to make art in
the Capitol more fully representative of American life."
Linda Dobb, dean of libraries
and learning resources, was one
of the principal organizers of the
event.

"It was nice to have Rep. Kaptur here to talk about women's issues," Dobb said. "It's Women's
History Month, we're getting
ready to establish a women's
center on this campus and this
event was very timely." University President Sidney Ribeau introduced Kaptur and lauded her
as an officeholder "dedicated to
helping human beings."

"I like what I'm doing now ...
probably one of the most distasteful aspects of running is that
you have to raise between 8 and
10 million dollars. That's quite a
tough hurdle to mount."

about alternatives to drinking,"
she said.
sentations on this subject are
Ann-Marie Gubbels, BACmore lecture-oriented, but this CHUS vice president, said she
won't be boring."
also hopes there is a big UniverSara Schroeder, BACCHUS sity turnout for this event bepresident, said Fellows is an in- cause it is a very positive and edteresting motivational speaker, ucational presentation.
and she said she hopes a lot of
"Things in life can manipulate
students attend to see what he your mind, including peer preshas to say.
sure," she said. "Bob Fellows
"Bob Fellows demonstrates the talks about this in his presenpower of suggestion and talks tation, but he also uses props and

interactions with the students."
Fellows involves his audience
in discovering how their minds
are manipulated, how this affects
them, and how they can lose control of their lives by letting others make decisions for them.
Brewer said she hopes students learn from the presentation and think about what Fellows said when they are on
spring break.
"I hope he can get the message

across that alcohol and drugs can
take over your mind," she said.
"Students need to think twice
about this before going on Spring
Break."
Fellows, who has an undergraduate and master's degree
from Harvard University, believes in the philosophy, "Say yes
to making your own decisions."
He travels about six months of
the year doing programs like this
at different colleges.

AUTO REPAIR

rime is Running Ootl

FELLOWS
Continued from page one.

JCPenney
Visit JCPenney for your
Spring Break Needs.

Get 25%°"
any in store regular price merchandise
with your BGSU student ID

Choose from a variety of top name brands.
Nike apparel, Siivertab jeans, champion, Levi and
much more.

O F F I C
FURNITURE

BG Store Only!

on 150 I i-i Broad Street
-800-828-9482 614-224-5010

SELBCTTCEE

"When I speak before the
whole Congress, I often look to
the gallery, because it looks more
like the nation then the floor of
Congress does."

"I expect news by April 30. I
think there's going to be very
good news for the people of
Toledo."
When asked if she would pursue the Senate seat made vacant
by Sen. John Glenn's retirement,
Kaptur said that although she
had not made a final decision, she
was leaning toward staying in the
House.

Kaptur's visit was sponsored
by the College Democrats, Jerome Library, the Political Science Department and the Women's Studies Program.
After her speech, Kaptur re-

Personal Servic

£/}

flected moments when she is particularly aware of being a woman
in the male-dominated Congress.

In addition to women's issues,
Kaptur also commented on
several other topics.
When asked about the plans for
the Toledo Jeep plant, Kaptur
noted that Chrysler officials had
contacted her in Washington last
Thursday.

Power.

CONTINENTAL

An on-campus memorial service is being planned for both
Rodgers and Kohl Hall, where
Machol's girlfriend lives.
His services were held yesterday.

KAPTUR
Continued from page one.

Paratrooper may have been discharged

The Market Capability of a
The Personal Service of a

Continued from page one.

"Just seeing men's lives as
they grow has been the most satisfying aspect. And it's a struggle," Foxen said.
His job includes providing the
sacraments. Including hearing
the confessions of the inmates
and administering to death-row
inmates.

Around the Nation

QUALITY

STUDENT

i

MAD SERVICE
icializing in all your
auto care needs
Motors
Transmissions
Tune-ups
Brakes
Bearings
Lowest prices in town
10%d!si
IGSU
student

353
13040 BISHOP ROAD

Woodland Mall

Herman Miller Dealer

B&B WELDING
& ROAD SERVICE

■

•Campus Manor
•Rockledge
•640 Eighth St.
•313-317 N. Main St.
•841 Eighth St.
•Manville Ave.
•825 Third St.
•701 Fourth St.

"Quality Off
Campus Housing"
R.E. Management
113 Railroad St.
M-F: 8-5; Sat. 8-12

352-9302
h
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JOBSMARTS FOR
TWENTYSOMETHINGS
A STREET SMA8T LOOK AT THE BUSINESS WORLD AND JOB MARKET. COME
AND GET TIPS ON RESUMES, INTERVIEWS, AND FINDING CAREER SUCCESS.

Monday, March 10th
7:30 p.m.
Lenhart Grand Ballroom

FREE!!!!
Questions???
Call 372-7164
Sponsored by:
Career Service*, Honor Sludent Association, InterFratornity Council.
Resident Student Association. University Activities Organization

Toledo Storm Hockey Game
Friday March 14
Cam* starts at
7:30 p.-..
leave BO at 6 p.m.
Tickatsi $8 without
transportation

$9 with

transportation
Bursarablo
Sign-up 3/3-3/12
In tho UAO office,
330 Union
For moro information
call 3-7164

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY
Tuesday - Sunday
DRINK SPECIALS
6-9PM...Udies 0nly...Fri. & Sat.
25< Well Drinks & Drafts
7-9PM...Dimers...Thurs. & Sat.
Rolling Rock for $1
POP-A-SHOT TOURNAMENT
...Tuesday & Sunday...$100 Grand Prize
The bar formerly known as Gamers

7-9PM

Call for info...352-9780
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OHIO VALLEY FLOOD-

Churches still flooded with faith
Houses of worship
begin cleaning up
after wet disaster
The Associated Press
FALMOUTH. Ky. - Inside the
Falmouth United Methodist
Church, a solitary man shoveled
out mud alongside a toppled
wooden cross.
A few blocks away at the Falmouth Christian Church, red
hymn books propped open
windows so the soggy walls could
dry.
Nearby, the Trinity Baptist
Church was a muck-covered
shambles, its organ and pulpit
washed away and its pews in
pieces.
In a town devastated by an act
of God, flood victims still found a
way to seek spiritual shelter
Sunday. They gathered on high
ground in the only spared church
to give thanks that they survived,
even if their homes didn't.
"We're going to get it back
again. We're not going to give
up," said Mary Hillenmeyer, 31,
the fifth generation to work at
her family's flooded funeral
home.
At the Wesleyan Community
Church on the edge of town, more
than 100 worshipers attended the
multidenominational, "come as
you are" service ~ some wearing
borrowed suits and dresses, but
many in jeans and muddy boots.
Holding their heads high in the
face of disaster, the congregation
sang "Count Your Blessings" and
"God Will Take Care of You."
When last weekend's flooding
of the Ohio River and its tributaries filled this town of 2,700 to its
rooftops, most could only escape

Auaclalcd Preil phMo

An American flag hangs in the back of the sanctuary as workers move all of the pews to one side to tear
up carpeting in the St. Francis Xavier Catholic Church Sunday in Falmouth, Ky. No services were held
Sunday as members continued to clean up from last week's flooding.
with the clothes on their backs.
With waters from the nearby
Licking River receding, they
trickled back in the last few days
to see some of their houses tossed like toys, others badly
warped and everywhere an ankle-deep goo. Four people were
found drowned in their trailers
and others are still missing.
In Lebanon Junction, where
floodwaters from the Rolling
Fork River had risen to the second story of some homes, a foot
of water was still draining from
the First Baptist Church. Its con-

gregation gathered at a Metho- and how much we need your
dist church a few blocks away.
help."
"Not only do I not have my
Though it may be tempting, the
house, I don't have my church," Rev. Thomas Hughes said:
said Vanessa Nicklies, wiping "Don't blame God. You work
away tears. "But it's OK. The through the opportunities God
Lord won't give me anything I gives. You can't let them cause
can't handle."
bitterness."
Deacon K.C. Fehl began the
More than a week has passed
service with announcements that since the Flood of "97 began with
volunteers are still needed to a violent weather system that
clean out homes, "and I might also brought deadly tornadoes to
add a church."
Arkansas and Mississippi. High
He led 80 worshipers in prayer. water In West Virginia, Indiana,
"Dear Lord, times like these Ohio, Kentucky, and Tennessee
make us realize how little we are has increased the death toll to 58.

'River rats' make living choices
HOMECOMING MEETING-TUESDAY MARCH 11,1997
9 PM IN 115 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Chair positions and committee members needed!
Applications now available in the
UAO Office, 330 University Union
POSITIONS AVAILABLE
WEEK'S EVENTS MERCHANDISE & SALES
PEP RALLY

PUBLICITY

SPIRIT
SERVICE
KINC & QUEEN ELECTIONS
COME BE A PART OF BCSU'S EXCITING HOMECOMING 1997!
Have Questions? Call the UAO Office at 372-2343 and ask for Heather.

Ohio flood victims debate decision to
return to drenched riverside homes
The Associated Press
RIPLEY, Ohio ~ They call
themselves "river rats."
They are the people who live
along the Ohio River, admiring
its beauty and fearing its power.
But why do they continue to live
so close knowing its ability to
devastate lives?
It's a question many outsiders
have asked many times since last
week's flood cut a path of destruction through 16 southern
Ohio counties, killing five people
and causing millions of dollars in
damage to roads, bridges and
homes.
Some stay because it is the only
home they have ever known.
Others seek the river's soothing nature.
And some remain because they
simply have no options.
"Sometimes it's not a choice,"
said 20-year-old Laura Workman.
"We bought a trailer and we had
to go where we could.
"You can't always pick where
you live."
Low-lying land up and down
the river is covered
with
house trailers and single-story
homes. It's often the cheapest
property available in counties

Bob FellOWS is a widely respected educator and internationally
recognized magician. He uses magic tricks and illusion to demonstrate
how easily the mind can be manipulated into submitting to the use of
alcohol and other drugs.

with high unemployment and low
incomes.
Ms. Richmond is one of hundreds left homeless by the flood
Sitting at a cafeteria table in tin
local high school - now a makeshift shelter - she vowed not to
return to her riverside home.
"I want as far away from this
river as I can get," she said.
Around the table with her last
week were others whose dreams
were swept away. A near-empty
bottle of aspirin and donated
microwave meals of chicken and
noodles keep them going.
This was the second time
within a year the water had
reached Martha Russell's rural
Brown County home. She's had
an overnight bag packed since.
"All year long it's gorgeous,"
she said, explaining why she remained. "On a nice spring day,
you kind of forget about the
worst parts."
This time it was too much.
"Now I'm afraid to go back,"
she said. "What if the next time
we can't get out?
"My husband's devastated. He
wont say anything. He won't
even crack a smile."
Down the hallway of the high
school, police Sgt. Don Spires

PORTSMOUTH - River at 48.8 feet and falling slowly. Crested
at 60 feet. Flood stage: SO feet. Record level: 74 feet, 1937.
NEW RICHMOND -- River at 53.2 feet and falling. Crested at
61.4 feet Wednesday night. Flood stage: 51 feet. Expected to
recede below flood stage Monday. Record level: 76 feet, 1937.
CINCINNATI - River at 57.1 feet and falling. Crested at 64.7
feet Wednesday night. Flood stage: 52 feet. Expected to recede
below flood stage Wednesday. Record level: 80 feet, 1937.
A partial listing of road closings in five Ohio counties, compiled by the Ohio Department of Transportation, which said
Sunday that it is not done surveying damage. No dollar figures
were available:
ADAMS COUNTY - U.S. 52 is closed at Manchester and state
Route 247 south from U.S. 52 to the Wrightsville area. State
Route 136 going into Manchester also is closed.
BROWN COUNTY - U.S. 221 Is closed 1 1/2 miles past Higgins Port Road and U.S. 62 at the intersection of state Routes 32
and 125.
CLERMONT COUNTY - State Route 52 is closed from state
route 749 to Brown County line and state Route 232 from state
Route 52 to state Route 756.
HAMILTON COUNTY - The east exit ramp from state Route
125 to state Route 32 and the east exit ramp from state Route 32
to Route 125 are closed. Route 32 also is closed between Clough
Pike and Turpln roads.
SCIOTO COUNTY -- State Route 239 is closed at U.S. 52 as is
the intersection of state Routes 73 and 104.
was busy helping coordinate the away from where the river norrecovery effort. But he had other mally flows.
things to worry about - his
"My father owned the land,"
trailer was one of the many Spires said. "He lived there until
under water.
he died."
"Six inches is all you can see,"
But the sentimental ties only
he said of his home, about a block run so deep for the 58-year-old.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
(Too many to list)

BOB
FELLOWS

■ •••MI

When: Monday, March 10th
at 9:00 pm
Where: 101 Olscamp Hall
Fellow's visit to the university is sponsored by
BACCHUS and GAMMA
In cooperation with BGSCI Student Health Service,
Center or Wellness and Prevention, IFC, SHARP. RSA, HSA, Office of
Student Activities, University Ambassadors, (JAO, ClSG, Panhel, Dry Dock,
Recreational Sports and Off-Campus Connections

Cities along the Ohio River and their flood
conditions Sunday:

••••
iiu

Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes,
and Apartments

mi" "iiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiii'
Stop in to 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of complete
details and speak with our friendly staff!

Itx
fOUAl HCHIMto

354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
(across from Taco Bell)
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Sports

Blake Parkins
Sports Editor
372-2602

Falcons burn Lakers again with 1st round sweep
BG headed back to the Joe
games to nothing In the first
round of the Central Collegiate
Hockey Association playoffs.
The win means that the Falcons
will advance to Joe Louis Arena
Friday at 5 p.m. to play a semifinal match against Michigan,
college hockey's best team.
With the weekend wins, BG
completed a 5-0 season sweep of
the Lakers, including four wins
at Taffy Abel Arena, one of col-

ByJIMTOCCO
The BC News
SAULT STE. MARIE, Mich. - The right Falcon team showed
up this weekend.
The Bowling Green team that
has enough talent to be one of
college hockey's premier teams
- and not the one that finished
the season at a mediocre 15-15-5
- swept Lake Superior two

lege hockey's hardest places to
win.
In an unforgiving environment
(with three feet of snow on the
ground) and an unforgiving
arena, the Falcons won by convincing scores of 5-3 and 8-4. And
they did so by performing well In
the third period - something they
haven't done all season.
"I said it before and I'll sav it
now," said Laker head coach
Scott Borek. "We got beat by a
better team. They're just a better

team than we are.
The senior
class stepped
up, as three
Falcon seniors
- Mike Johnson, Brett Punchard and Curtis Fry - scored
three goals
each on the
weekend (see
^
related story).
'
Another senior started off
game one with a bang four and a

half minutes into the first period.
Kelly Perrault put the first hole
in the Lakers' hull with a blast
from the right point. Assists on
the power-play goal went to Punchard and Johnson.
The Lakers retaliated four and
a half minutes later, when Mitch
Lane slipped a goal past Bob
Petrie, with assists from linemates Terry Marchant and Ben
Keup. The same line combined
for Lake State's other two goals
on the evening. Both came in the
second period.

The Falcons entered the third
period trailing, 3-2. BG had never
come back to win in the last 20
minutes all year, going 0-9 when
trailing after two periods.
But this time would be
different Johnson pulled the
team into a tie 9:26 into the final
stanza with a slapshot over LSSU
goalie John Grahame's glove
side. Johnson also scored his
third game-winning goal three
and a half minutes later. Pun• See SWEEP, page eight.

EMU shocks Falcon men

With defense lacking,
Bowling Green misses
shot at tournament title
By SCOTT BROWN
The BC News
TOLEDO - Earl Boykins' dribbling around the perimeter was
enough to lull Bowling Green's
trademark suffocation defense to
sleep Friday.
And as the defense slept, the
NCAA Tournament turned out to
be only a dream.
Eastern Michigan committed
just 11 turnovers, a season low
for a Falcon opponent, in a stunning 73-64 win over Bowling
Green in the Mid-American Conference semifinals at Toledo's
SeaGate Centre.
The Falcons, 22-9 overall, lost
their chance at a tournament title
and automatic bid to the NCAA
Tournament. Instead, BG plays
West Virginia in a first-round
NIT game Wednesday
The Eagles went on to lose Saturday's championship game to
Miami and wound up with an NIT
bid themselves.
BG has lived
and died with
its defense this
season, and
Friday the Falcons died by it.
EMU shot just
41 percent for
the game, but
BG could muster only six
Larranaga
steals and was never able to sustain any kind of transition game.
The Falcons never had the lead
during the entire ballgame. The
Eagles went up 68-64 when Mike
Pennisi got behind the Falcon
press with 1:41 to go. BG's next
five possessions produced four
errant shots and a turnover.
The ball handling of Eagle
point guard Earl Boykins proved
to be the difference.
"For us to win the ballgame, it
was going to need to be a high-scoring affair," BG coach Jim
Larranaga said. "[EMU] is able to
do certain things against our defense that only certain teams can
do. That Is to leave the ball in one
player's hands and let him dribble around until they get the shot

they are looking for.
"We rely very heavily on forcing turnovers because they
create opportunities for fast
break baskets. When we don't get
fast break baskets we have to
rely on a half-court game. We're
a lot easier to defend in those
circumstances."
Antonio Daniels led the Falcons with 20 points on 8-of-ll
shooting. Anthony Stacey and
Tony Reid each had 14 points, but
no other Falcon made a sizeable
contribution.
Jay Larranaga, a focal point of
EMU's defensive scheme (see related story) was just l-for-7 from
the floor with two points. DeMar
Moore, the MAC'S Defensive
Player of the Year, had only
three points and went without a
steal.
Derrick Dial (16 points) led
EMU. Boykins, despite a S-for-20
shooting performance, had 14
points, six assists and only two
turnovers.
"A very tough-minded team
beat a very good team today,"
EMU coach Milton Barnes said.
"Bowling Green is our league
champion and they played like it,
but I think we showed what we
are made of."
The teams were tied at halftime, but the Eagles took control
In the second half by pounding
the glass. Torrey Mills (14 points,
eight rebounds) went hard and
had two rebound baskets in the
first four minutes of the half.
"You have to give credit to
Eastern. They played a good
game," Stacey said. "We kept
making runs at them and they
kept stopping It."
The Eagles led by as many as
eight points in the half. The Falcons had several opportunites to
pull even or take the lead, but
each time the Eagles would come
up with a key bucket or BG
would misfire on offense.
A play indicative of the Falcons' day came late when Daniels
found Stacey wide open underneath the basket. Daniels' bullet

Eagle
defense
stuffs
Larranaga
By JASON McMAHON
The BC News

BG New. Phot, by Hidekl Kobayuhl

Antonio Daniels is stymied on a drive to the basket by Eastern Michigan's Jon Zajac (left) and Earl Boykins (11). Daniels had 20 points in the Falcons' 73-64 loss to Eastern Michigan. BG, kept out of the NCAA
Tournament, plays in the NIT this week.

• See EASTERN, page seven.

MERCER MANOR,
GREENBRIAR, INC.
One of<BQ 's O^twest
Located on Mercer Road.
These apartments feature:
t/Two Full Baths
QT 3 Bedrooms
07 Fireplace
E7 Air Conditioning
w Furnished
CALL OR STOP IN FOR MORE DETAILS
224 E. WOOSTER
352-0717

TOLEDO -- Milton Barnes may
be crazy, but he's not stupid. The
Eastern Michigan coach proved
that Friday.
"You may think I'm crazy, but
we really had to do a good job on
Jay Larranaga," Barnes said.
"We had to. We just could not allow Jay Larranaga to have a good
game."
Mission accomplished.
Barnes' Eagles shut down Larranaga, taking the senior forward out of the game and effectively sending the Falcons to the
NIT rather than the NCAA Tournament.
Larranaga's scoring was limited to one lonely fade-away
jumper midway through the first
half. He shot 1 -of-7 from the field
and missed all four of his threepoint attempts in 34 minutes of
action.
Much of the responsibility for
guarding Larranaga was given to
Eastern's Torrey Mills, who finished with 14 points. Mills
pestered Larranaga all night
long, as the Eagles presented a
tight man-to-man defense.
"Jay's going to get his shots
like all good players do," Mills
explained. "Basically, I just
wanted to make him put it on the
floor. I didn't want to give him no
open looks. My teammates
helped out pretty good, and he
didn't shoot too good."
Neither did Falcon guard DeMar Moore. Bowling Green's
other sharpshooter missed five
of his six shots from the field. Including three of his four tries
from beyond the arc. The Falcons' single-season record holder
in steals also could not come up
with a single theft
Bowling Green coach Jim Larranaga said that he had a feeling
the Eagles might focus on Lar• See STUFFS, page seven.

great scores

Still looking for housing for next year?
Can't seem to find the "right" place?

GRE
great skills...
Kaplan students get the most
complete test preparation materials
available including computer-analyzed
practice tests, home-study materials,
books, software, and a training library.
And at Kaplan, we've got experienced
teachers who really care.

Juniors and Seniors!

t

Kaplan helps you locus your
GRE studies and build your
confidence so you can gel a
higher score.

1 -800-KAP-TEST
get a higher score

KAPLAN

Come live with us!
» Live in a Junior & Senior only hall
(Dunbar Hall in newly renovated Harshman Quad)

• Single room at the double rate
• No meal plan required
• In-room computer connection
Interested?
sign up in SHARP 440 Saddlemire 3/10-3/21
need more information? call 372-2011
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Miami claims MAC title
Davis takes
show back
to NCAA
By SCOTT BROWN
The BG News

Thank you to all the organizations
who attended The 1st Annual USG
University Banquet!
March 5,1997
BGSU Dance Marathon
BGSUMen's Chorus
Alpha Chi Omega
Gamma Phi Beta
Graduate Student Senate
Alpha Xi Delta
BGSU Habitat for
Humanity Campus Chapter
Phi Upsilon Omicron
Delta Tau Delta
BG 24 News
Kappa Alpha Order
Interfraternity Council
University
Ambassadors
Alpha Lamda Delia

Miami was last in the NCAA in
1995 when Davis, then a phenomenal sophomore center, led the
Redskins to an upset of nationally-ranked Arizona in the NCAA
first round in Dayton. The Redskins went on to lose to Virginia
in overtime in the second round.
Coles, the rookie coach at
Miami who was also head coach
at Toledo Central Catholic a few
years ago, last went to the NCAA
Tournament in 1987 when he was
head coach at Central Michigan.
Coles is the first coach in history to lead two MAC teams to the
NCAA Tournament - and he was
visibly happy about it after the
game.

Congratulations!

"What do James Brown and the
Miami basketball team have in
common?" he asked a crowded
room of reporters.
"We feel good."

Join The
Newlove Family!
'Some of the many quality locations:'
• 228 South College: Free gas heat, water, sewer
i 222 South College: Free gas, heat, water, sewer
• 320 Elm: Free gas heat, water, sewer
• 401-407 S. Enterprise: Courtyard Apartments
• 114 S. Main: Above downtown business
• 117 North Main: Above downtown business
• 134 North Main: Above downtown business
• 725 Ninth: Free water & sewer. Cats okay.

Rentals

R5kl[

■ OU41 »t»)BaU

328 S. Main ^[

Call or stop in our office
for more information

TONIGHT AT TH€

UNION

The Bowl-LM-Greenery
Wings & Things
featuring ait you can eat chkk.cn wings, including
soup & salad bar, potato bar and Beverages.

And...

Very Veggie

$5.20

vwwv

The Redskins, with Davis leading the way, made Eastern Michigan feel anything but good.
Miami raced out to a 47-33 halftime lead and never looked back.
In addition to Davis' doubledouble, Ira Newble had 27 points
and Wally Szczerbiak had 26.
With those three combining to
shoot 30-of-39, the Redskins were

■Hours: 4:30-7:00

Aaioclatrd Preii photo
Miami's Wally Szczerbiak (32), Devin Davis (42), Rob Mestas (11) and Ira Newble (3) celebrate near the
end of Saturday's championship game victory.
an impressive 40-of-59 (67.8 per- the first half.
Boy kins shot just 4-of-15 from
cent) from the floor.
"We are a lot more focused and the floor, making him 9-of-45 (20
taking better shots," Davis said.
percent) for the tournament.
Miami had advanced to the
Derrick Dial had 31 points to
lead Eastern Michigan, but no championship game after rolling
other Eagle had more than 11.
over Western Michigan, 84-67 in
"Our guys gave it their all, but Friday's semifinals. Davis had 24
the better team won today," EMU points and 15 rebounds in that
coach Milton Barnes said.
contest.
The Eagles struggled with
anemic shooting, as opposed to
Miami's blitzkrieg. EMU was just EASTtHNMICMICAN (22-10)
1-7 0-2 2, Mills 4 10 1-4 9, Pennisi
30-of-72 from the floor (41.7 per- 0-1Zajac
22 2, Dial 12 204 4 31. Hoj kins 4 IS 2 2
cent), including just 35 percent in II. Hud 5-9 1-2 11, Hi-urn 4-6 0-0 8,

By JASON McMAHON
The BG News
TOLEDO - In a game reminiscent of Toledo's semifinal victory over Bowling Green, the
Rockets steamrolled Kent with a
suffocating defensive effort,
88-64, to win their third straight
Mid-American Conference Tournament championship Friday
night before 4,694 fans at the
SeaGate Centre.
"I thought tonight we put it all
together," Ehlen said. "We just
had all pistons firing."
With the victory, the Rockets
cement their position in the
NCAA Tournament by grabbing

the MAC'S automatic berth. They
drew the tenth seed in the
Midwest bracket, and will tackle
Stephen F. Austin in a first round
tilt Friday night in Boulder,
Colorado.
Kent coach Bob Lindsay was
resigned to the prospect of
watching the NCAA's from afar.
When asked if his team had a
shot, he answered quickly in the
negative.
"No," Lindsay said. "I'm afraid
it's gonna be one and done for the
conference this year."

other to knot the score at nine. grabbed a game-high 10 rebounds, while D'Angelo added 11
Then Olson went thermal.
points.
The senior forward led Toledo
Smith-Goldman scored 18
on a 9-0 run, sparking the spurt points to pace Kent. She joined
with a 3-pointer and punctuating Drake, Olson, D'Angelo, and
it by launching a trey from Knuth on the All-Tournament
beyond the NBA 3-point arc. team.
Kent would not get closer than
six points the rest of the way.
Olson scored a game-high 27
points, including outscoring the KENT (20-10)
Bland 5-9 4-5 IS. Haberkom 1-3 0-0 2,
Flashes 16-13 over the first 10:30 Chicorelli 3 7 0 0 6. Smith-Coldman 6-12 2-2
of the game. Along with sopho- 18, Zerman 2-4 0-1 6, Hurley 14 0-1 2,
Bader 0-0 0-0 0, Zolik 1-2 0 1 2, Drews 0-0
more sensation Kim Knuth (19 0-0
0, Fakes 0-0 2-2 2, Woodall 2-4 12 7,
points, 8 assists), she hurt Kent Kempf O0 0-0 0, Henschke 2 5 0 0 4. Totals
The game started out as target with outside jumpers and drives 23-509-14 64.
(27-3)
practice from long range. Tole- to the basket. But Lindsay felt TOLEDO
Drake 7-16 00 14, Olson 7-12 911 27,
D'Angelo 5-12 12 11, Tews 0-2 0-1 0, Knuth
do's tournament MVP Mimi Ol- the difference came in the paint.
6-9 6-6 19, Favre 1-1 0-0 3. Husbeck 2-5 2-2
son opened the scoring with a
6, Bryant 1-2 1-2 4, Hare 1-1 0-0 2, Marklong-range bomb, which was im"If there was any area where I wood 0-0 2 2 2. Totals 30-60 21-26 88.
Halftime - Toledo 37, Kent 25. 3-pointers
mediately answered by a trey felt we had a deficiency, it was
-- UT 7-13 (Olson 4-7, D'Angelo 0-1, Tews
from Kent's BJ. Smith-Goldman. more on the inside," Lindsay 0-1,
Knuth 1-2, Favre 1-1, Bryant 1-1). Kent
Kent's MAC Freshman of the said.
9 19 (Bland 1-4, Smith-Goldman 4-8, ZerYear Dawn Zerman hit a 3-poinThat was where seniors Angela man 2-2, Zolik 01, Woodall 2 4). Rebounds
UT 38 (Drake 10). Kent 26 (Henschke 5).
ter of her own to give Kent their Drake and Kim D'Angelo went to -Assists
•- UT 19 (Knuth 8), Kent 17 (Hurley
only lead of the game at 6-5. work. Drake, the MAC Player of 4). Turnovers - UT 12. Kent 23 Fouled Out
Smith-Goldman would drain an- the Year, scored 18 points and -Zerman. A-4,694.

NIT
Continued from page one.
New York, there won't be anybody who will be disappointed
that we didn't get in the
NCAA"
The Falcons lost their only
previous meeting with West
Virginia, 85 78 during the
1976-77 season.
The Mountaineers, who
many thought deserved an
NCAA bid themselves, finished

19-9 overall and 11-7 in the Big
East. Among common opponents with BG, West Virginia
defeated Ohio earlier this year
by 15 in Morgantown.
The last time the Falcons
went to the NIT, they dropped
a first round game at Cincinnati.
"I felt better then because I
knew the NCAA wasn't really a
consideration," Larranaga

The Pheasant Room :
1/2 Rotisserie Chicken
Dinner or
Popcorn Shrimp in a Basket
Salad * Potato sarvad with bath dinners.

$ 7.95
Other sandwkhcs & dinners always available
flours: 4:30-7:00
"Meal Card Accepted 4:30 7:00pm
■Big Charae Accepted11:30am-1:30am & 4:30-7:00

www*

Eibeler 0-1 0-0 0, Ezugwu 0-3 2-2 2, Chitikov
000-00.Totals30 72 12-18 76.
MIAMI. OHIO (21-8)
Szczerbiak 10-12 3-3 26, Davis 8-11 0-1 16,
Newble 12-16 2 2 27, Mestas 1-2 0-0 2,
Frierson 2 4 2 2 6, Plum 0-1 0 0 0, Allen 1-1
0-0 2. Taylor 2-5 1-2 5. Henderson 2-5 4-6 8.
K Johnson 2-20-0 4. Totals 40-59 12-1696
Halftime •• Miami 47. E. Michigan 33.
3 Point goals - E. Michigan 4-16 (Dial 3 1.
Boykins 1-8, Zajac 0-2, Head 0-2), Miami
4-12 (Szczerbiak 3-4, Newble 1-1, Mestas
0-1, Frierson 0-1, Plum 01, Taylor 0-1.
Henderson 0-3). Fouled out •• None. Rebounds - E. Michigan 26 (Dial, Boykins 5),
Miami 39 (Davis 13). Assists •- E. Michigan
12 (Boykins 5), Miami 27 (Frierson 7). Total
fouls - E. Michigan 17, Miami 16. Technicals - E. Michigan illegal defense. A 4.564.

Rockets win MAC, head to NCAA
Four-man firing
squad leads UT
to third straight
tournament title

NEWI9VE
(352-5620

TOLEDO -- Devin Davis and
his dreadlocks and Charlie Coles
and his quips are back In the
NCAA Tournament.
Davis had 16 points and 13 rebounds Saturday as Miami
slammed Eastern Michigan,
96-76, in the championship game
of the Mid-American Conference
Tournament.
The Redskins (21-8) received a
No. 12 seed in the Midwest Regional and will take on ACC foe
Clemson Thursday at Kemper
Arena in Kansas City.

said. "I felt we really deserved
a bid.
"But we are glad for the opportunity to keep playing. The
bottom line is, we don't want to
have finished our season playing like we did last Friday.
That wasn't us."
Daniels agreed.
"We weren't ourselves," he
said. "But the postseason is a
new season."

BGSU

DEATH AND
THE MAIDEN

Buy a ticket (or a chance to wii
one of the following prizes:
• Autographed Falcon Team
Hockey Sack
• $25 Gift Certificate from
Kaufman's
• $25 Gift Certificate lo Campus
Tanning
• $25 Girt Certificate lo Planet Tan
• 10 Free Video Rentals Itom Late N
Video
• One Free Dinner at Chi-Chll
• $ 10 Gift Certificate to Easy Street (
• $12 Gift Certificate K> Big Boy Family Restaurant
• 3 Free Video Rentals at Video Connection
• Free Bagel Sandwich at Cosmo's
■ One Free Bottle of Shampoo from Hart Barber Shop
■ One Free Bottle of Basic* Hair Care Product at
Carousel Beauty Shoppe

presents

l)> Ariel Dorfman
Joe E. Brown Theatre

March 12- 15 at 8:00 p.m.
March 16 at 2:00 p.m.
For Reservations call 372-2719

THE URE

/
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MAC TOURNAMENT

Daniels named to all-tournament team
TOLEDO - Antonio Daniels
might have made an early exit
The BG News
from the MAC tournament, but
he wasn't forgotten come time to
select the all-tournament team.
Daniels joined Miami's Devln
Davis, Ira Newble, Wally Szczerbiak, and Eastern Michigan's
Derrick Dial on the squad. Davis
was named the tournament MVP.
Davis had 40 points and 28 rebounds over the two games.
His teammates on the alltournament team were equally
Men's
impressive over the course of the
Basketball
weekend. Newble had 39 points
and 10 rebounds while shooting a
sizzling 17-of-22 from the floor.
Szczerblak had 43 points and was
17-of-23 from the floor, S-of-8 on
Daniels had 20 points in Fri3-pointers.
day's semifinal loss to Eastern
Dial had 47 points in the two
Michigan along with six assists.
games to lead the Eagles.

If ARCIf*

MDNESS

w

Scott
Brown

Toledo puts four on women's
team

Barnes, Coles have spirited
confrontation in final
The coaching matchup in the
Four Rocket players made the
all-tournament team after Toledo men's championship game pitted
two old friends In Eastern Michipulverized Kent, 88-64 in the
gan's Milton Barnes and Miami's
women's championship game
Charlie Coles.
Friday night.
When Barnes played high
Mimi Olson was named the
school basketball in his native
tournament MVP with 45 total
Saginaw,
Mich., Coles was his
points as the Rockets rolled over
head coach.
Bowling Green and Kent to win
"If I had to lose to somebody
their third consecutive MAC
..." Barnes said after the game.
Tournament championship.
The two appeared to be joking
Angela Drake (26 points, IS reand forth at times during
bounds), Kim Knuth (37 points, 11 back
the game, including a spirited
assists)and Kim D'Angelo (21
points, 11 rebounds) were also on exchange halfway through the
second half.
the team. Kent's B.J. Smith"That was when the temperaGoldman (48 points, six 3-poinwas rising in the gym," Coles
ters) rounded out the five-player ture
said
with a big grin.
squad.

EASTERN
Continued from page five.
pass, however, went right out-ofbounds past a mystified Stacey.
"They made the big plays when
they needed to," Daniels said.
"Our transition game wasn't going like it usually goes. I blame
myself for that.
"I think we all know we could

have won this game, but we Yes," he said.
didn't do what we needed to do to
The pleas fell on deaf ears.
win it. Saying it and executing it EASTERN MICHIGAN (22.9)
Zajac 2 6 0-1 4, Mills 6-12 2-4 14. Pennisi
are two different things."
Larranaga tried to make his 4 6 5-5 13, Dial 6-14 2-2 16, Boykins 5-20 2 2
14, Head 4 6 2 3 10, Beeten 0-0 0-0 0,
case following the game, going Eibeler
0-2 0-0 0, Ezugwu 11 0-2 2. Totals
on a five-minute tirade about how 28-67 13-1973.
IOWI
INC
GREEN (22-9)
the MAC - and his team - deLarranaga 1-7 0-1 2, Stacey 6-10 2-5 14.
serves more respect.
Cowan 2-4 0-0 4, Moore 1-6 f>0 3, Daniels
"Do we deserve two teams? 8-11 4-5 20. Rouwhorst 0-2 0-0 0. Esterkamp

2-2 0-06, Murray 0-0 1-2 1. Keid 5-12 3-5 14.
Totals 25-54 10-1864.
Hairtime - E Michigan 34, Bowling
Green 34. 3 Point goals -- K Michigan 4-11
(Dial 2-4, Boykins 2-5, Head 0-1, Eibeler
0-1), Bowling Green 4-19 (Esterkamp 2-2,
Moore 1-4, Keid 16, Daniels 0 3, Larranaga
0-4). Fouled out - Reid. Rebounds - E.
Michigan 42 (Head 10), Bowling Green 34
(Cowan 7). Assists - E. Michigan 17 (Mills,
Boykins 6), Bowling Green 16 (Daniels 6).
Total fouls - E. Michigan 21, Bowling
Green 23. Technical fouls -- Pennisi, Daniels

Tonight
APPROXIMATELY ACOUSTIC
SHOWCASE

Tomorrow Night
JAZZ NIGHT
19 and over Every Night

Rock
Rapelling
Course
Saturday, March 15lh

9a.m. - 5 p.m.

Gilboa, Ohio
$26 Bursarable
Includes Transportation,
indoor & outdoor rapelling
with instruction ond
rock climbing.
Sign-up in the UAO office
330 Union

STUFFS
needed to either concentrate so
much on Antonio and hope that
ranaga and Moore and slack off Jay and DeMar did not have good
of Mid-American Conference snooting games, or concentrate
Player of the Year Antonio Dan- really hard on DeMar and Jay so
that we wouldn't run 3-pointers
iels.
"I told our guys at halftime -- in on them."
The stat sheet showed that the
fact I sensed it even before the
game - that they needed to do Eagles' plan worked. The trio of
one of two things defensively," Larranaga, Moore and Tony Reid
coach Larranaga said. "They combined for 2-of-14 shooting

Continued from page five.

from three-point range, while job to get everybody involved. I
Daniels was held to 20 points.
don't think I did that today.
Daniels made all eight of his
"It's just like we were kind of
shots from inside the arc, but was off of each other today. Maybe I
0-of-3 from outside. He tried to hit Jay wrong when his steps
shoulder the post-game blame weren't down or he wasn't ready
for the Falcons' loss.
to shoot or hit DeMar when he
"I'm the point guard - I'm sup- wasn't ready to shoot. Being the
posed to engineer the offense," point guard and the captain of
Daniels said. "Everybody's sup- this team, I take the blame for
posed to feed off me and it's my that."

Congratulations
"BGSU Men's Chorus"
for being named the
Honorable Mention
USG Organization
of The Year!

SWIMMING

Competition too tough for BG
Johnson wins gold,
Stoltz breaks two
records as Falcons
finish sixth in MAC
By MIKE LEONARD
The BC News
The Bowling Green State University men's swim team finished sixth at the Mid-American
Conference Championship meet
this past weekend.
An off day on the third day of
competition limited BG to 248
points, relegating the Falcons to
sixth in the MAC for the fifth
consectutive year.
The story of the meet,
however, occurred at the top of
standings. Eastern Michigan had
won the MAC men's swimming
title for 17 consecutive years, the

longest string of consecutive
championships in MAC intervarsity competition.
That string ended on Saturday,
however, as the Miami Redskins
defeated the Eagles by 6.5 points,
claiming the championship at
their home pool.
For the Falcons, head coach
Randy Julian was lukewarm
about his team's performance.
"We had some great swims. We
had some disappointing swims,"
Julian said. "We needed more
ereat swims because, at this
meet, the MAC took it to another
level."
Julian said that the relays for
the Falcons did an excellent job,
as all of the Falcon relays came
close to school records. In the
200-yard freestyle relay, Ethan
Dugan's opening leg time of 21.35
seconds was less than .4 seconds
off Rich Foster's school record.
The Falcons lone individual

championship came from an unexpected source. Freshman Matt
Johnson, who was seeded 16th
coming into the meet, won the
100-yard breaststroke with a
time of 56.34. The victory was a
shock to all at the meet, including
Johnson himself.
"I was very excited,"Johnson
said. "It was kind of unexpected.
I felt really good coming into this
weekend but I didn't expect to
drop that much time."
Johnson said that despite his
surprise, he now has a plan for
the remainder of his career at
BG.
"I'm going to make it my goal
to win it [the 100-yard breaststroke] all four years," Johnson
said.
Junior Tom Stoltz also had a
good meet. Stoltz finished third
in 500-yard freestyle with a time
of 4:29.06, breaking his own
school record. Stoltz's time of

1:39.7 broke Rich Foster's school
record In the 200-yard freestyle.
Stoltz broke the record in the
preliminary swims before finishing fourth in the finals.
Senior Brandon Karris did not
have as good a meet. Farris,
swimming in his final meet, was
relegated to the consolation finals in the 200-yard backstroke,
200-yard butterfly and 400-yard
individual medley.
Julian placed the blame for
Farris' performance on himself.
"My gut reaction is that Brandon needed a little more work in
practice," Julian said. "For a
coach, to overrest a swimmer is
the ultimate sin."
The season is over for the Falcons except for diver Jeff Allen.
Allen will be diving next week at
the NCAA Regional Championship Meet in an attempt to qualify for NCAA Championships
later this month

•GYMNASTICS

By WILLIAM SANDERSON
The BG News
It was a great evening for the
Falcon gymnastics team last Friday. It was Senior and Parents'
Night, the senior gymnasts were
honored, Freddie Falcon showed
up, and, oh yeah. Bowling Green
won.
In the team's final home meet
of the season. Bowling Green
beat Western Michigan
190.625-190.175. This gives the

Falcons their first MAC win of
the season, and boosts their dual
meet record to 2-4. Counting
tournament competition, they
are 4-9.
Bowling Green's total score of
190.625 equalled the team's record for total points that they had
originally set on Feb. 8 at the
Captain Crunch Invitational.
"This is where we are, and this is
what we should be doing," Bowling Green head coach Dan Connelly said. "It was really close.
We won by .5, but it felt like it
was a lot closer than that." The
meet was a classic nail-biter. Although Western trailed throughout the meet, they were only
down by .325 going into the final

event. While the Broncos had a
solid performance on the balance
beam, Bowling Green performed
strong floor exercises.
It was an emotional night for
three of the Falcon's senior gymnasts. Kim Pope, Andrea Seaman
and Susan Talbott all performed
in their final home meet for
Bowling Green.
"It's sad, but it's exciting," said
Pope."This is just their first
stepping stone to actually winning the MAC. I ended on a good
note and that made me happy. We
all won and came together, and
that is what's important." The
Falcons' final two performers,
Kim Pope and Erin Klingenberg,
both nailed their routines to en-

sure a Falcon victory. After
Pope, a senior co-captain, scored
a 9.700, Klingenberg scored a
9.750 to win the event.
Jackie Haft was another Falcon winner. Her score of 9.750
was the best for the vault. Christina Treiber won the uneven bars
with a score of 9.575.
The only win for the Broncos
came on the balance beam.
Becky Swelnis had a 9.800. The
closest Falcon finshers were
Treiber and Melissa Hunt, who
tied for third.
Although the Falcons failed to
come away with a win in the
beam, Connelly was particularly
• See GYMNASTS, page nine.
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Mpfia Omicron &i
Loves their 9{eiv Members!

LECTURE DEMONSTRATION
ON THE JAPANESE KOTO
by Dr. RicardoTrimillos

Stacey'Bahega fjSmgL Sandy Stern

Tuesday, March 11 • Noon • Bryan Recital Hall
Moore Musical Arts Center • College of Musical Arts • B6SU

Attison "Kaiser KuTjennifer'Kamerer

Dr. Trimillos is currencly on the faculty at the University of Hawaii, where
he serves as chair of the Asian Pacific Studies Department. He will discuss the
history of the koto and perform traditional and contemporary repertoire.

OQisti O Connor \[l

Jennifer CotCins
Free and Open to the Pubic!

I

Get TAN for Spring Break
at HARD BODYS GYM!
20 Visits for $40
10 Visits for $25
1 Visit for $3

DUUTO

Brand New 20 min. beds & bulbs!
Appointments Available:
M-F 5:30am - 10pm
Sat & Sun 10am - 6 pm

lla-SOM

Located Next to
Krogefs Store

354-5060

4Ifrn
frTwce Marathon

arch 15 at 10 a.m. thru March 16 at 6 p.m

BG sends seniors off victorious
Falcons tie record
vs. Broncos in
final home meet

March 5, 1997

Fundraisers
3/12

Buy Links at the Union
Eat at Burger King 4-8
3/13
Get Leied at Brewsters, $1
Order Paper John's Pizza
5 p.m.-12 a.m.
Annual Spaghetti
Dinner
3/14, Friday
Tickets $4

4:30-7p.m. Rec Center

At the Thon
Silent Auction
Get Indians tickets., t-shirts,
CD's, and much more!
Raffle Tickets
Win 2 round trip tickets to
Boston from USAir! $5 tickets
Buy-A-House
Yes it's true! Buy a house
from Kathy New love.
DM receives her commission!
lh\l office- 172-

Haven House Manor
Apartments
1515 E. Wooster
Call us to see our model

352-9378

Monday. March 10, IW
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HOCKEY

Falcon seniors dominate series Women's tennis
By BLAKE PARKINS
The BG News
It's an old coaching adage that
a team is only as good as its
leadership. It sounds cliche, but
it couldnt be more true in the
case of BG's sweep of Lake Superior in the first round of the
CCHA playoffs this weekend.
The senior class of Dale Crombeen, Curtis Fry, Matt Eldred,
Mike Johnson, Todd Kelman, Kelly Perrault, Bob Pet rie and Brett
Punchard played inspired hockey
to sink the Lakers' hopes of advancing to the second round.
The veterans accounted for 11
of BG's 13 goals on the weekend.
With the exception of Kelman,
every senior recorded a point
against Lake State. The Falcons
were led by Punchard who
topped all scorers with seven
points including a hat trick in
game two.
"I think you have to give our
seniors a ton of credit," said an
animated Buddy Powers. "They
really led the way in both the
leadership category and points
category."
Laker coach Scott Borek said
that his veterans weren't up to

call
CATCH THE
LAST OFTI

LOW "
SEASON

FARES
Council Travel
1-800-2-901JNCIL
website:!

www.ciee.org

the task of taking on the Falcons'
seniors.
"Their best players are their
seniors and their seniors played
great," Borek said. "Punchard
and Johnson, I thought, were
dominating."
Captains Fry and Johnson also
had exceptional games this
weekend, each posting a multigoal game on the series. Their
consistent play was recognized
by the league, as they were
named to the CCHA Honorable
Mention squad. Perrault also
received votes among blueliners.
Fry chipped in the Falcon's
first and last goal in Saturday's
8-4 decision, the last being the
short-handed type. Fry also gave
BG a one-goal lead with his 18th
goal going into the second period
in game one.
Johnson had a field day against
the Lakers, having a hand in five

Punchard

Crombeen

scores, Including two of his own
on Friday. It was Johnson's 10th
multi-goal game of the year.
It was Crombeen's goal late in
the second period, however, that
sealed the fate of the Lakers. Just
IS seconds after a Lake goal,
Crombeen bested Laker goalie
John Grahame in the slot. Crombeen's fourth goal of the year
was the blow from which the
Lakers could not recover.
"Crombeen's goal was just a

SWEEP
Continued from page five.
chard was credited with both
primary assists.
Bowling Green played defensive hockey after that, until Dan
Price made the fans file out with
an unassisted slapshot goal at 36
seconds from the Laker blue line.
"We always said that if we
wanted to win this series, we had
to win the first game," senior
YELLOWSTONE SUMMER
Visit with a recruiter
Friday. March 14 anytime
between 10am and 7nm at the
Clarion Hotel. 3536 Secor (please
do not call hotel for info)
3500 positions available in
restaurants, hotels, campgrounds,
gift shops, all guest services and
support operations. Season runs
from early May thru mid-October.
Room/board or RV sites available,
must be 18 or older. Refer to code
*353i (AA/EOE M/F/D/V) YNP
Lodges, Operated by Amfac Parks
& Resorts

307-344-5324
e-mail: ynpjobs@aol.com

backbreaker," Borek said. "That
did us In."
Crombeen credited the play of
the entire senior class for the
win.
"I think we have playoff-type
personalities on our senior
class," Crombeen said. "The bigger the game, the better we
Play."
Powers said that anything can
happen Friday when BG takes on
defending NCAA champions
Michigan at Detroit's Joe Louis
Arena in the semifinals of the
playoffs.
"It's been a frustrating season,
and a lot of things didn't go the
way we wanted them to, but the
playoffs are a new season and we
can start over," Powers said. "We
can make some things happen,
which is what the guys decided to
do, and it reflected in the way
they played."

moves over. 500
By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM
The BG News

and Carrie Burns, 8-1.
At No. 3 doubles, Kelly Dredge was paired up with WeisTOLEDO - The Bowling blatt. Dredge made a huge imGreen women's tennis team pact in her first action in a
took to the courts at Central while. She made a big play in
Tennis and Fitness Club in the back row setting up WeisToledo Friday in a situation blatt for a kill on a Bearcat rewhere it would either go above turn. Dredge had a couple of
or fall below the .500 mark.
aces in the match as well. The
The dust settled. The ver- duo defeated Lisa Diamond
dict: the Falcons are now and Jennie Newman, 8-2.
above the .500 mark. BG ac"I was nervous before the
complished the mission by match but Julie helped to calm
dominating the University of me down," Dredge said. "She
Cincinnati, 8-1.
is a great partner. Julie and I
"We all came out ready to played well as a team. We
win," said BG senior Julie We- stayed in the match better and
isblatt. "What we worked on in overpowered them."
practice really showed."
Weisblatt was also pleased
This was especially true of with Dredge.
the Falcon doubles teams.
"She was very aggressive,"
After struggling for most of Weisblatt said. "Her serves
the season, all three combina- were on. She did well. She's a
tions came alive and won pretty good partner, too."
handily.
The Falcons dominated in
"I was very pleased," BG the singles matches as they
coach Penny Dean said of the have all season, taking 5-of-6
doubles teams. "We sort of matches.
out-hustled them and stayed
At No. 2 singles, Bissinger
positive even in down times."
defeated Harris, 6-2, 6-1. At
At No. 1 doubles, Cindy Mi- No. 3, Schwartz defeated Diakolajewski and Deidee Bis- mond, 6-1, 6-4. At No. 5,
singer defeated Marjorie Cheung defeated Newman,
Spray and Nichole Harris (sis- 6-2, 6-3. At No. 6, Wilson beat
ter of BG men's tennis coach Bums, 6-0,6-0.
Jay Harris), 8-2.
Mikolajcwski (at No. 1) and
At No. 2 doubles, Jenny Weisblatt (at No. 4) both went
Cheung and Jenny Schwartz
O See TENNIS, page nine.
disposed of Amy Trocewicz

blueliner Todd Kelman said. "It's his second goal of the night with
a monster slapper from the blue
just huge."
Johnson also could not under- line.
Lake Superior battled back to
state the importance of the first
tie the score at four, as Keup beat
game.
"It's such a short series that Pet rie to the back of the net.
Before the PA announcer even
the first game sets the tone for
finished announcing that goal the weekend," he said.
just IS seconds later - Dale
The Falcons took that tone
back to Abel Arena 20 hours Crombeen slashed his way back
later, intent on ending it in two down the ice to recapture the
lead for good.
games.
The Falcons would run away
Three seniors combined en the
first goal Saturday night, as Fry with it in the third period, with a
ended a scramble in front of the hat trick goal from Punchard, a
net, assisted by Johnson and Per- shorthanded goal from Fry and
(3) - Johnaon (27). (Punchard) 926
Andy Ilvonen's first collegiate semifinal round at Joe Louis BG
rault.
BG (4) - johnaon (2B| ■ (Punohard. Pa*r«| 1287
Lake Superior retaliated with goal.
Arena. Borek said he feels the BG (5) •• Pnca (17) • (FauAuw. Fry) 1924
Final: BOS, LSI
goals by Jeff Cheeseman and Joe
Lake Superior, who won three Falcons stand a good chance.
Blaznek. BG skated into the NCAA championships in the past
"At the beginning of the year, I Game #2 - Lake Superior 4, Bowllocker room down by the score of nine years, had not lost in the said that Michigan and Bowling
ing Green 8
2-1. They wouldn't let that lead first round of the CCHA playoffs Green were the best two teams in
FlralPfrtoci
last long.
since 1986-87.
the conference," he said. "They'- BG(1| - Fry (19) • (Johnaon. Parraul) 1306
LS (1) - Ct
Tian (4) • (Pulanla. Saaaa) PPQ 17:17
Just 36 seconds into the second
"I'm still having a hard time ve got a good opportunity."
LS (2) - Blaina* (22) • (P-awa) 1931
period, Johnson beat Grahame believing we won four games up
AHar 1:LS2. BG i
Game
#1
Bowling
Groan
5,
Lake
SacondPafiod
with an incredible move to score here," Falcon coach Buddy
BG (2) - Johnaon (29) • (OaafAilaia, Panaul) 36
Superior 3
BG (3) - Punchard (10) • (IK-onan. Johnaon) 1226
a forehand wrister. Punchard Powers said. "That is so far reLS (3) •• Lawcaate (4) ■ (Ballage. SKrhynahy) PPG
made Grahame look foolish 12 moved from the norm."
1407
FVMPwIod
BG (4) - Pilchard (11)- (Parraul. Edrnoar) 1702
- Parrawt (10) ■ (PuAChard. Johnaon) PPG4.30
minutes later as he poked it
Top seeds Michigan, Michigan B0(1)
LS(4) - KauoIS) ■ (Bailajia. LavoMa) 18:43
LS (1) - Lana (8) • (Marcha*. Kaup) 806
BG
(5) - Crorrttaan (4) - (unaatnlad) 18:56
through the wickets on the left State and Miami all swept their 8G (2) - try (18) (Faufcnar. £idrad) 10 49
Aflat 2: BG S. LS 4
All.rl:BCJ.L31
post.
Third Panod
opponents, meaning that BG - SacondParlod
BG (6) -■ Punchard (12) (unaaarttad) 7:19
After a Lake Superior goal to
the lowest seed left - will take LS(2l-Lana(9)(laarch«nl)34
BG (7) - Hvonan (3) - (Edrnoar. Ratchua) 802
LS(3t ■ Maichartl (11) ■ (Ka«p. lana) 4 34
BG (8) Fry (20) (unaafctlad) SMG 10:56
even the score, Punchard scored on top-seeded Michigan in the »ll.,2:LSl,Baj
F.nal:6)06,LS4
IMfltMaj

We're looking For You...
...if you want to work for a full service software consulting firm that
provides business solutions using the latest technology.

SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE

PRE-INUENT0RY

Ill* Hove Openings For The Following Positions:
Systems Engineers: devise and design computer system
requirements to solve business problems and play a major role
in developing and implementing major computer networks.
Knowledge of PC operations systems such as Windows 3.x, 95,
NT, and DOS.
Software Engineers: Focus on providing business solutions
using the latest technologies, including client server, Internet,
and object-oriented programming.
We seek individuals with experience in Visual Bask! C++,
SQL Server, and Internet Development tools.
On Campus Recruiting Date:
April 4, 1997
Contact: Career Services for
appointment time
@ 372-2356

Berish & Associates, Inc. is a full service,
software consulting firm that has specialized
in providing working solutions to the information
systems community since 1985. We are a Cleveland
based company with a Branch office in Atlanta, GA.
We are a Microsoft® Solution Provider, Oracle®
Business, Alliance Partner and an XcelleNet® Solution
Provider.

ERISH
8SOCIATES. INC.
Information Systems Consulting

University Bookstore
Forum
March 10 & II
8am - 6pm
Selected General Merchandise
Books • Textbooks
Computer Software & Supplies
Art Supplies • BGSU Clothing
Gift Items
372-2851

r\ r\ r^ n n
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE
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Men's tennis loses at Cincinnati

MEN'S BASKETBALL CHAMPIONSHIP
First round
March 13-14

Second round
March 15-18

Regional!

Semitinals

<,1»..,

Regional!

Semifinals

EAST

WEST

(1>Ke<ilucky29-A

Second round
March 15-16

North Caiouna 24-6 (1)

(16) Montana 21-10
(B| Iowa 21-9
-

(9) Virginia 18-12
(5) Boston Col. 21-8

Wlnaton-Salem, N.C.

Salt Lake City
March 13 & 15

March 13 & 15
-

'(12) Valparaiso 24-6

First round
March 13-14

Fairtald 11-18

(16)

Mans 22-10

«)|

Colorado 21-9

(91

California 21-6

. I5>

PnOoelon 24-3

(12)

i (4) SI Joaaph'» 24-8

Villanova 23-9

(4)

(13| Pacific 23-5

LI Umv 21-8

(131

National
Championship

San JOM, Calif.
March 20 & 22

(61 Slanlord 20-7

Syracuse, N.Y.
March 21 & 23

Indianapolis

(11) Oklahoma 19-10

LouWvMe 23-8
Mass. 19-13

March 31

| (3) Wake Forest 23-S
<14) SI Maiy's. Cahl 23-7
(INC Charlone21 8

New Mexico 24-7

Wisconsin 18-9

March 14 & 16
-

NATIONAL

(2) Utah 26-3

Indlanapolia
March 29

MIDWEST

CHAMPION

Mississippi 20-8

.9,

Temple 19-10

(5)

Tulsa 23-9

Texas 16-11

C>
(10)

South Carolina 24,7 (2)
Indianapolis
March 29

Coppin State 21-8 (15)

SOUTHEAST

Kansas 32-1

Purdue 17-11
Memphis, Tsnn.
March 13 ft 15

Kansas City, MO.
March 14 & 16

(8)'

Rhode Island 20-9

(9)

Maryland 21-10

(5)

424 Frazee Avenue

Col otCnarle«ton2e-2(12)

121 Boston Umv 25-4
' (4) Clemson 21-9

Anzona 19-9

|(I3| Miami. Ohio 21-8

S. Alabama 23-6

San Antonio
March 20 & 22

I (6) Iowa State 20-8

Birmingham, Ala.
March 21 & 23

Illinois 21-9

(4)

(14) Butler 23-9

Tann-Chatt 22-10 (14)

Charlotte, N.C.
March 14 & 16

Auburn Hills, Mich.
March 13 & 15

Marquelte 22-8

451 Frazee Avenue

16)

So. Cam. 17-10
Georgia 23-8

&

(13)

;(") Illinois State 24-5
1(3) Cincinnati 25-7
Xavier. Ohio 22-5

1997

(D

Jackson Stale 14-15 116)

SW Texas SI 16-12

(6)

(3)

Pittsburgh

(15) Navy 20-8

■(16)

NEW
'ARTMENTS

(61
111)

Ok) Dominion 22-10 (14)

Tucson, Ariz.
March 14 & 16

(10) Georgetown 20-9

i (1) Minnesota 23-7

When Bowling Green men's tennis coach Jay Harris returned
to his alma mater Friday, home wasn't as sweet as he had remembered.
The Falcons (3-5) were turned back by the University of Cincinnati 4-3 Friday night at the Queen City Racquet Club.
Sophomores Radu Batran and Matt Wiles won singles matches
in the No. 3 and No. 4 flights, while junior Ryan Gabel was victorious at No. S singles.
The Falcons return home Friday to take on Xavier at the Findlay YMCA. Action is slated for 4 p.m.

(11)
(3)

3 large bedrooms, air

(7).

conditioning, dish washers,

Providence 21-11 _(10)

HO) VanOeroilt 19-11

Duke 23-8

(2) UCLA 21-7
(15) Cnarieiion So 17-12

microwaves & fireplaces.

Murray Slate 20-9 I IS)

I )•

GYMNASTS

(2)

Next to Columbia Courts

TENNIS

Continued from page seven.

pleased with this event.
"Obviously the highlight of the
meet was the six for six on the
balance beam," Connelly said. "If
you can do that, you're going to
be in there."
Bronco head coach Brigitte
Laketa was pleased with her
team's performance"They did very well. I was
happy that we broke 190," Laketa
said. "We hit beam, which was
really good for us. We are an injured team right now, and they
put all their hearts and souls into
their gymnastics and did a very
good job."

No Falcon competed in the allaround. Swelnis won the allaround with a total score of
38.475, beating two other
Western gymnasts.
"The most impressive thing
about tonight's performance is
that we actually tied our record,
but we did It without Heather
Ferguson in the lineup," Connelly
said. "That's a real tribute to the
kids that have stepped up and
taken over."
Bowling Green will finish their
season at Central Michigan. They
will have a dual meet with the
Chippewas next Saturday, and
then will compete in the MAC
Championships on March 22.

Continued from page eight.

to tiebreakers in their respective
matches.
After losing 4-6 in the first set,
Mikolajewski came back to take
the second set, 6-0, against Spray.
Spray won the tiebreaker, 7-2,
and the match, 6-4, 0-6, 7-6 (7-2).
A person can't get much closer
than a tiebreaker in the third set,
Dean mentioned.
Weisblatt won her tiebreaker,
7-2, over Trocewicz. This was the
first time this year - but not the
first time in her career - that
Weisblatt has been faced with a
tiebreaker.
"I just stayed mentally tough,"

f»i-eeiilii"inr. Inc.

Weisblatt said. "We were both
pretty even. It was a battle of the
groundstrokes."
As a reward for the victory.
Dean is giving her team the week
off.

224 E. Woostei

352-0717

Coming to a Planet near You
Sibs-N-Kids Weekend
April 11-13
Watch tor more information.
Questions? Call the Office of Student
Activities @ 372-2343.

MED AM MANOR

I-: X

NOT MANY
APARTMENTS LEFT
FOR NEXT YEAR!!
•Within walking distance of
campus
•Air conditioning
•2 bdrm, Furnished or
Unfurnished
•Gas, Heat, Water included
with rent

(

L U S 1 V

h I. V

I' » r

I- A (

T

I.

I

V

n n rf

S T A 1-

H

Call Now!!!!
352-4380

641 Third St. Apt. 4 BG

IF YOU'VE GOT WHAT IT TAKES
TO BE A LEADER IN OURCOMPANY,
THIS COULD BE YOUR OFFICE.

UNFORTUNATELY, THIS IS
WHERE PEOPLE ARE PUTTING TOO
MANY RETIREMENT DOLLARS.
before-tax dollars, you pfty leu m taxes now. And

Every year, a lot ol people make a huge
miMake on their taxes. They wind up lend*

money works even harder for you.

ing Uncle Sam money ihcy could be saving for

What else do SRAs oiler? The investment

retirement.
Kortunatcly. that's a mistake you can

choice, flexibility, and expertiM of TIAA-CREF—

avoid with SRAs — tax-deferred annuities from

America's lorcmost retirement organization.

TIAA-CRKK SRAs not only ease your current

Few ^^^eople will ever set foot in an office
At OCS you'll develop the qualities you need to become a Marine Officer Invaluable training that could
like this But then, few people have what it takes to be
lead to an exciting career in aviation If you've got
a Marine Officer Officer Candidates School IOCS) is
the first step towards preparing you for a (UanfUla? ivhal l{ ta*es ,0^ea leao^r °' brines, you
could get an office with a spectacular view.
future beyond anything you could imagine
TV Am n> PHmi Iklln.

since earnings on your SRAs are tax deferred, your

Why write ofi'the chance for a more reward-

tax bite, they ofTer an easy way to build retirement

ing retirement? Stop by your benefits office

income —especially lor the "extras" that your

or call us at 1 800 842-2888 and lind out how

pension and Social Security bcnefitl may not

TIAA-CRKK SRAs can help you enjoy many

cover. Because vour contributions are made in

happy returns.

Visit us on the Internet at www.tiaa-cref.org

Capt. Minor and Capt. Anderson will be handing out moro
Information and answering questions on Marino Corps Officer
Program* at the University Hall today from 9:30 am to 3:30 pm.
If you arm Intormmtod please como by or call 1-800-892-7318.

I?
\

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.

.i~ ... JnnhiMl b* TIAA CRH lm)„ J..I .„.! I.
,.11 I TOO Wl-J'SS ..I.IHXI iS0» lo. . .„i.<ni CRKF ^npni,

at man inflm mlonr.i* n. including ihvm .nil r
R**t ik. p"*f" iu. i rlullv l^lurr you invrtl Of ■ aamaarv IJ.1.0I1,™ „

^
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BROADCAST STATIONS

I"ML'TTTUnTliTI^I'I'i'^'i "■''*|:rrrM^^r-'1 '"*■;■"'■>■"'■'i"W
he City .R

All My Cmdran x

Blossom X DaysofOurUvMX1

Cosby

Cosby .8.

One ule to Live 5

General Hospital r

RoeieO'Donnell(R)r

NewsX

Another World X

Sunset Beach IE

Baywatcri Thn or D«

Mortal Williams :c

ArlWrlohp Gourmet

Sews

Bill Nye

Instructional Programming

Bin Nye

Instructional
Dating

Hearlysd
Dinosaurs

Copeland

Mega Han

GargoyWa

Movie: "ACuasne Town"

Al Home... USA (R!

Creatures

eStreet.tt

Nml

Wishbone Twisted Tail'

Barney

Magic Bus Sandiego

Wishbone

News-Lehrer

Simpsons

Homo Imp.

Spldrar-Uan BeeUeborg Rangers

Tim on

nntstonet Mask

Live at Five News

|Raymond

CytXIi:

ABC News

Entertain

Herd Copy

Spy Game (In Stereo) X

NBC News

CopsX

Real TV K

Forworthy [Mr. Rhodes Frasier X

Business

News-Lehrer

Mad-You

Seinleld "

IQilcsoorlopel

[Men-Bndly

News?-

Ljte Show (In stereo) 1.

News ■

NigMlineJclPoWally

M'A-S'H :l Tonight Show (In Stereo!

Dateline (In Sleieol.1T

Spontaneous Healing A lecture by Or Andrew Weil

Dr. Laura Schletainger on Character Spontaneous Heaiing

Creatures

Colm Wilkinson Sings... (In Stereo)

Nature's Serenade

Home Imp

IMroae Place (In Stereo) Married...

PeulyX

Coach X

In House

Goode

Sportslalk

Bloomberg TBA

Blooniberq News

|mm

Movie:. • V«trwctt>rf<l994) R-chardGere »

| Malcolm

Moesha 0

Served

I lESgEEasaWCIJr.'r^T^

Charlie Rose

Star Trek: Neit Genet.
Gemstones

News(R)
[Fresh Pr.

Msrned

CABLE STATIONS

Tick It
DailySnow |Df.Katz
Dream On [Daily Show jTV Naiion
Soap I
|Whoae?
1 Saturday NlgM Uve I | Movie: eVi ■Bar* lo Schoor (1986. Comedy)
COM Kids in Hall ]Ullman
Auto Racing: NASCAR - PrimestaiSOO
|Tennia: ATP Champions Cup- Early Rounds, (live) | NBA
|lnsideStutt Up Close
Sportscenter
INCAA
ESPN Sporlacenttr (R)
,
leloviei.e') 7lrwss4ryRa^ririeM"(1991] W13 |Movte:«-. "Armec<D«snriy"(19e8)'PG.13'
|Movai:t*t, •■stuw Saves His family Movie: •• "MyMoth9rsSecr«Lr/a"(t964. Drama)
HBO Movie:

MovH: »«ti "BackBSchool"(1986.Comedy)

SC ABL Basketball Playoffs: Clump
Mysteries
SO Ft Believe It-Hot
USAUve
USA CFAIntl Cat Show

Sports Writers on TV

Tennis: ATP Franklin Tempieion Classic - Fatal (R) INPSL Soccer: Cleveland al Mkraukee
Monsters

~ Stories

USALive

Classified
Ads

372-6977

USA Live

Sii Million Dollar Man

OdyeeeyX Trader

Time Trai (R) (in Stereo) Tekvnv (In Stereo) IE

USA Live

USA Live

Wanted

Wings X

Renegade (In Stereo) X

Highlander: The Series

|USA Live

Environmental Action Group
Tuesdays. 8:00pm. 211 Univ. Hal
contact: Bryan 372-1130

CAMPUS EVENTS
Public Reiaaona Student Sooefy ol America
Meeting ie tomght. Mon. March 10 in 117 BA.
Meeting starts @ 9:00pm and there wil be a
movie wilh popcorn and refreahmenia.
Russian language at BGSU

Where it like?
1/2 hr. Sample daaa. 3/14.11am or tpm
101 Shatzel
Call 372-2288

UAO
Hore.beck Riding

Call 372 2268

Sunday, March 18th

Aleneon wester akiera prapanng tor recreational 8 compeorjonal skiing Thura.. March 13.
toe BA., S PM. All aki levels welcome. Bring
Dnvera Boanae and PIO».

10 am- 3 p m
(IS - Buraarabea
Includee Treneportation,
and Suparvtaad Trail Riding.
Sign-up In the UAO office
330 Union

Chinees language et SOSU
WhaTa it like?
1/2 hr. Sample daaa. 3/14. 930 or 11:30am
101 Shaml
Call 372-2288

Saturday. March 15th
9a.m -5pm.
GilDoa.Oho
(28 Bursar able
includes tranaponation.
indoor and outdoor
rapeUng with inaturcoon
arid rock dancing.
Sign-up in the UAO office
330 Union.

The) nan meeting of Coeeoiate 4-H wil be
TUM, March tt at 9 00pm in 306 Moaely We
wet be rjecueatng the change in formal of tie
semi-lormal dance
Collegiate 4-H
Collegiate *-H
Dance Marathon
Overall and DGR Meeting
Wed Mar 12 9 30pm in 1007 BA
Dene a Marathon

Pregnant?
Frew Pregnancy Tests Confidential 8 Canng
354-4873 BG Pregnancy Center.

German language at BGSU
WhaTa il HUB?
1-2 hr Sampleclasa. 3/ia. 10:00am or 12pm
101 Shanel
Call 372-118*

PERSONALS

Widely respected
educator & internationally
recognized rnagoan Bob Fellowe
come to the Unrveraify on

Hollywood Squares
BGSU Caiebnoea will be tie squares and two
audience) members anil compete lor great
prliael March 13th, 7pm. Ohio SUM 'FREE'
Questions? Call 2-7184, sponsored by UAO

Monday. March 10

•"ALPHA CHI OMEGA""
The sister s ol Alpha Chi Omega would
like to congratulate Rachel Kendell
lor being elected secretary to NMPC
•"ALPHA CHI OMEGA™

Wharaitlike?

•Alpha Chi Omega- 'Alpha Crv Omega"
The sisters of Alpha Chi Omega would Isle
to congratulate their t997 Dream Court
Hall ol Achievement. Mokaaa Pearch
Hail of Devotion. Diana Graeei
Hell ol Wisdom Jennifer Gerber
Dream Girl. Enca Graaapia
•Alpha Chi Omega- 'Alpha Chi Omega'

1/2 hr Sample dasa. 3/14.10 30am
or 12.30pm. 101 Shanel
Call 372 2268

Pa Chi ia announcing a
PRACTICE ORE
April 5.8 00am n 2-0 MSC

OPEN TO ALL STUOENTS (10.00 bursarable
Appkcationa available in 130 Psychology
104 university Hall, and College of Ana A So
encaa. APPLICATIONS DUE MARCH 14 to
Par Chi rnaabos 211 Peycnology bldg

A/C
on aite laundry facility
ceramic tile
dishwashers
sky lights
vaulted ceilings
24 hr. malnt.

6 sites to
choose
from:

Jay-Mar Apta.
The Highlands
The Homestead
McKenzle Rentala
The Farm
Summit Hill

Call Today!
354-43036
130 East Washington St.

BLUE MORALERS
Just 5 days until
DANCE MARATHON
G real Job with everything I
Love. Barley and Jan

OAYTONA BEACH SPRING BREAKI
A etudent only motel
■reek away lo the hotteat action In Florida
where guys meals glrsal NEW motel on the
ocean, rated AAA and Superior Lodging,
beach volleyball, tree MTV. Pool S wetber
open 24 hours, b.y.o.b. Free gold card wtth
check-In. Ooni be left out of this Special
Promotlonl http://www.deirtoria-lnn.oom.
CALL1-*00-aS2-0«1t.
En/oy ASummerOfEnnchmenlAFun'i
'A Summer in Mexico Program'
4 weeks in Guadalajara and 2 m Mexico City
8hre credit m two courses on Mexican culture.
There ia no subsorute for positive experience
than to travel through cultural realities of Ancient and Modem Mexico. For more information call Professor Andrade 372-7119
EUROPE $169
Within USA I79J129
CanbbyMaxco StM.r/i Cheap Fares
Everywhere! airh,tcn@neicom com
www.iaicom lr'airhiCh/800-326-2009

FORGOT TO ORDER
GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENTS?
PERSONALIZED ANNOUNCEMENTS

READYIN48HOURSI
HGHOUALrTY*
MINIMUM ORDER OF ONLY 15

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: WOMEN'S
SINGLES AND DOUBLES RACOUETBALLMARCH 10 MEN'S 8 WOMEN'S SOCCERMARCH 12 COREC BOWLING MARCH 18.
CO-REC 3-PTTCH SOFTBALL MARCH 10.
AU ENTRIES DUE BY 4:00 PM IN 130
PERRY FIELD HOUSE

INTRAMURAL SOCCER OFFICIALS
NEEDED PICK UP AN APPLICATION, TAKEHOME TEST (AFTER MARCH 3). AND
RULES IN 130 PERRY FIELD HOUSE AND
RETURN TO THE INTRAMURAL OFFICE BY
MARCH 11 AT NOON NO EXPERIENCE
NEEDED. MUST ATTEND MANDATORY
TRAINING CLINICS
KA - SIG KAP - KA - Sk3 KAP - KA
The brothers of Kappa Alpha would like to
rhank the sisters ol Sxjma Kappa lor a great
'Movie Night.'
KA'SIGKAP-KA'SIGKAP-KA

AOII - AOII - AOII
HeyAOIIJ
Deftorkl Days are coming
Get ready tor March 17.
AOII •AOII "AOII
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTSIII Orante 1
echc4areh!pe available tram eponaoralll No
aavcMymanla, ever!!! ttSCaah lor cotlege»M For Into: 1-800-243-24M

Bands & entertainers needed for Falconpatooza music festival. II interested, call
372-5155 or 372-4612 For more info . leave a
message.
Guitar Player, into Jeff Back, looking tor baaa
player A drummer to jam Call Chris 609-3623
Roommate desperately needed immediately
Fully furnished 2 bdrm. StSbVmo. female preferred. can 353-9509 ANY time
Seeking Roommate<5)
For Fall ft Spring Semesters
Mor F. Can Randy 353-0489
Subleaser needed lor g7-gs school year
Close to campua
Contact Stacy 6M53-7228
SUBLEASER NEEDED IMMEDIATELY Ouiel
studio aparment. Close lo campua. S3i0/mo.
thru May or Aug Can 353-7343 or 354 5504
Summer subleaser needed. Own room
Call Lynn 354-13gi

Attention Studem Teachers

Teaching Fall fieineaaai
Raqulrad TB TaaU
Tuesday, March 11 Ih

5pm -• 30pm
BGSU Student Health Service
Health Cantor on Ridge St.
Fee S7.00

:i
I
I
I
I

THE
TANNING
CENTER
3 LOCATIONS

$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars
No experience required Begin now. For into
cal 301-429-1328
•• BILLING ENTRY • •
Swarty work, excellent income. Flexible hours.
Knowledge ol Wmdowa helplul. Call
80M35-0553

Spring I
Getaway
Giveaway

SouthSide
Wash House Laundromat
The Heat
250 N. Main 993 S. Main 904 E. Wooster
354-1559
353-8826
352-3588
,.

ma ■■ i
t

College Wrestling Big Ten Championsha).

More and Les Levine

V(R) (In Stereo)!

Time Trax (R) (In Stereo) Tekwar it"

L.i Fcmme rftrjta 1

Wings X

|Wings X

Tennis
Stalkings

APARTMENT
low rent turn, or unturn 1 bdrm on reserve at
Wnttirop Terrace. Call Jil 372-4166.

Stood Drivo Coordinator Coordinate acOviDM tor Bowling G/aan Siata Umvortity btoodmoodaa rhrougnou! Iha yaar. Raipc^wibihtiaa
inoludo preioniationa to' atudant groupa. wittan communication, d^vatopmani ol campaign
ttrataoiai Muat tw high ached diploma and
ba a cuTant atudant at BGSU. Praia* pravoua
communicaDona/marKaDng axpananoa. Sand
raaumaa to tna Studant Coop Offica 310 Sudani SarVoaa.

Tutor lor elementary-aged atudant Main I Language Arts 3 X a weak
363-1084

408

CAMP WAYNE, (attar half ol brotnar/tiatar
camp. Northaait Pannaylvania
6V22-av2Oy07.) Hava tha moat ntamorabla
aummar of your Mat Coachaa, laachara, atudanta. Pra-raqmana: Muat lova cMdran, anfoy
living and vrortung in a group situation. On
Campua interviewa March 17th m tha Fort
Room CaH i -800-279-3019 tor nxxa intormatton.
Columbia, Onto
Pool Snack Stand laMagamant
Scloto Country Club
Sooto la accepting applications lor tha poet
snack managamant poait>on. Haqmramanta include management and scheduling of 30 employees tor a 70k seasonal restaurant opera
Don. Progreeaive pay scale beginning at $8.00
per hour tor qualified management personnel
plus bonus. Resumes should ba sent to 2196
Riverside Drive. Cokjmbua. Ohio 43221 or
faxed to6U-4a6-8327-Phone6i4 .U36-4341.

■91 Enplorer 2 door sport. 4 wneel dnve.
Excellent cond. wrtotv mileage Must sell growing ramdy ISSOO 06O. CaH 372-7224 (work)
or 353-8066

724 Cambridge Commons fig avail, lor subleing that summer. 2 person lease air cond.
Through Nevrtove Cat 3528752 or Newlove
at 352 -6553

67 Ford Taurus Excellent condition
Runa great Cad lor info354-1358.
For sale. 1964 Butt* LaSaore 13S.000 mi
Runs great, no rust. Has an m-dash
CD player. Asking ti600/negotiable
CaH Phil 352 5643

Mac LCHI Svsiem 8/80. Pnnrer. modem, Exoal
5 0. Word 6 01. Netscape, $400 353-4704

DO YOU HAVE A GREAT SUMMER JOi

Top sports camp in Maine needs caring. Qualified, collegiate athletes B coach kids in Baseball. Basket ban. Lacrosse, and Hockey. We
also need Tenms and Swim instructors, sari,
golf, water ski. and archery coaches. If you love
sports, kids, tha outdoors, then this is the place
ky youll June 22nd - August 22nd. For into
www campwildwood com/ or call 888 CAMP
WILD
Earn $8,000.00 this summer while earning an
Internship and buikJing an impressive resume
in the fields of MARKETING, MANAGEMENT,
GENERAL BUSINESS, and SALES. QTP it
currsntfy looking to hire 2-3 BGSU students to
fill poairjona in the Sytvsnls, Maumee, and
Totedoarea* thia summer. For more information call 1-800-356-5087 Poeibons will be
filling quickly, if nterested call a s ftp

Landscape Construction Co
Flexible scheduling
Needed immediately general laborers tor
flower production Shift 8 5. Mon - Fn. Woodcreek Fa/ma 8 Greenhouse 12419 Jerry City
Rd Cygnet 655 3066
^
Summer Business irrigation sales 8 mstalatton. Veh-cie required $8O00y»ummer. Call
1-600-361-4074
Summer Jobs
A fun place to work 8 a lifelong learning experience at YMCA camps Nseokone (resident
camp .n Oscoda. Ml) OHIYESA (day camp In
HoWy. Ml) Are you a canng, creative. 8 enthusiastic parson'' Do you enjoy being outdoors and have prior experience working with
children? Now hiring MVF resident and day
camp counselors Lifeguard/swim instructors.
equestrians, arts/crafts, nature. A
cVama/muaic instructors Applications available m Student Employment office or cail David
Marks al (810) 867-4533

NEWMAN IIOl'SIM;
Student Housing
Close to Campus
Summer 6 week leases
I $35 dollars per week I

Semester leases $ 850
per semester
I Call Julie at Newman
I Housing: 354-2191 .

Avail (or rent Aug 1.199 7
Close to unrv. Year lease required.
Eflac. apt 443 N Enterprise. »250

Call 666-4651, appointments only.

Bur

CoHectiveSoul
Morpfwi
Tha Ughty Mighty Boeatonee
Sloan
Tan Foot Pole
Scar face
Orb
On sale tonight at Midnight
asedhetter UueJc

Georgetown Manor Apta.
800 Third Si
Excellent one bdrm A two bdrm units avail, lor
97-96. Reasonable rent and dose lo campua.
Check ua outl Call 352-4966.
Housear 1 6 2 bdrm turn. apta. yaar. 9 mo, 1
summer leases 352-7454
Need 1 lemale. non-amolgng roommate lor Fan
1997 echooJ yaar. VERY dose to campua. own
room.S200/morenl Call 372-3306
Now accepting Rental Applications for Fall And
Summer leases Can 354*800

New 17" Multiscan color monitor
PC compatible, writ also work with MAC'a,
(540 Power Book 160. 12/160/14.4, $S90
Oihermodeta available. Call Paul at 353-7265.
Sony Play station with 2 hit games aak for
8175.00 must sell call 354-1463 Aak for

Now Renong Roome
Spnng Semester
Call35i032S

Adrian*.
One t Two bdrm apta available University
Courts 6 University Village located al Clough
and Mercer Cel 352-0164.

'97-96 school yaar. 2 bdrm. fum. apta. 705 7th
Si * 724 66i SI 8500/mo indud. FREE heat.
»»«»>■ sewer, gas 6 HBO. Call 3644)914
• All Moat Fun •
Apta. 6 Roome
97-96 School Year

Roome tor Rent. Summer and/or Fall. Call
36M620.
Subtoaeer needed lor April Rant 2 Wocxa from
campua, houee. own bedroom. |i707mo. Call
Joe 352-0387 daya 352-9091 evenings
SuOleasers Warned
May - August 606 1/2 E. Wooster
Call 3547255

316E.Marry
12 bedrooms
lor l -4 students
Apt. - low as 450 00 a month
Also Rooms avail, and more
Summer Rentala

Suoleasers needed lor summer. 2 bedroom
apL does to campua 352-8266.
Suoleasers Needed NOWI In Cambridge
Commona
2 bdrm, 2 baihroorn, lasovmornh Avail, til August Call 353-2189

Listing Avail. 24 Hr s
316 E Marry 63
Or Call 351-0326
from9am to9pm

We DESPERATELY need 2 3 aubleasers. May
lo Aug. g7, 2 bdrm houee, all lo youreelf. Fua
baWViichen. Close to campua. Reasonable
rent Please HELP USI352-5269 Emilv or M

ONE BEDROOM

TWO BEDROOM

Winthrop Terrace and
Summit Terrace
Apartments

EASTERN EUROPE EMPLOYMENT
Teach basic conversational English in Prague.
Budapest, or Krakow. Our materials uncover
many rewarding teaching opportunities with
great benefits. For mlormaion: (206) 071-3680
axt. K55442. (We are a research 8 publishing
company)
Fun summer jobs tor 1007 • drawing caricatures or portraits, arrbrushing, i-shirts (we'll
train you), antique photos, computer names,
nandpainted tatoos. and sales, call Kirsten &
(410) 627-0640. For interview on March 10
iQ-4pmQ Art Building

812 3RD at Brand new 3 bdrm house
$795/mo. 1 bath plenty ol storage, new carpet high effideny furnace - new atove & relridgeralor washer /dryer coin operated Small fenced
in back yard. No pets allowed ■ Avail immediately Call 419-474-5344.

"""■HWMADHAT TER MUSIC
IMONIOKT MADNESS
TONKtHT:

FOR RENT

Dancers
Data Vu. Toledo's premier gentleman's dub is
currently saaking highly motivated danoars
Magazine modeling & travel available (419)
S31-0J29

3 Female Rmtes May 97- May 96. ti7S/mo
Foi Run Apta Call Angie 3520581
704 5th Si. '* 2 bdrm. furnished * Leasing tor
Fell -97 (9 or 12 mo.) • 710 7th St. • 2 Bdrm. unturmehed ' 12 mo. lease * Qrada. or mature
preferred • 352-3445 between 9am 6 3pm

Columbua. Ohio
Scloto Country Club
Ukaguard

COUNSELORS INSTRUCTORS needed'
100 positions1 Coed summer camp Pocono
Mrs . PA. Good salary/ppat (908) 689-3339

609 Film SI.-2BR Horne-2peraon-$460.Util
Steve Smith 352-6917 (no calls alter 6pm)

FOR SALE

Sooto Country Club ia acceping appkcatxxia
tor tha dub's pool snack stand personnel
Scheduling procedure conducive with summer
activities Pay scale is progressive beginning at
$6.00 throughout summer tor individuals who
achieve. Club's address 2196 Riverside Drive.
Columbus. Ohio 43221 Fax 814-486-8327
Phone 614-466-4341

Sooto Country Club is accepting applications
for the club's lifeguard positions for the 1997
season Applications and resumes should be
forwarded to the dub ASAP with tha interviews
and hiring to ba completed by May 1. Club's
address 2196 Riverside Dnve. Columbus. Oho
43221 and tax number 614-488-8327 Inter
views ID commence over the upcoming Spring
Break.

12 month leases starting May 1987:
E Court 0B-1BR Duplex Iper
son »3454Util

Wanted 67 students Loaa 8 100 Iba Maw me
taboaem breakVlrough. Dr. recommended
Guaranteed. 930 cost
Free gift.
1-e00-43S-7S81.

Columbus, Ohio
Pool Snack Stand Personnel

Win Cash for Spring Break!
First Prize
$100.00
3 Second prizes
$50.00

Register with package purchase at any of
our 3 locations. Drawing March 19th.
There's still time to tan before Spring Break!

|Madness

Movie: -0NA-(I997) Mark Dacascos

Summer |r»e Cleveland area $ SOON. ^Cleveland area home improvement co. Hiring all posrftona. wil tram atari aaap. Call (21S)
W2-3948.

Call 686-7865

HELP WANTED

|TickX

Forever Knight X

World Wrestling Federation Monday Night Raw

YET?

WANTED

Sportacenler X

no COUNSELORS and MSTRUCTORS
n—o*dl Prrv«t«. co«d iummav camp in Pocono Mon, NE Pannayhvim Lohikan. Box
2J40Q.K****OfV\, MJ 07033 (90S) 276-0086

BEE GEE BOOK STORE
3532252

4 bdrm. house Subleaser needed lor summer.
Call 353-7091

Japanese language at BGSU

Great
Amenities:

AXODfl WHrPPlEAXO
The woman of Alpha Chi Omega would
like to thank Dr. Whippw tor dinner
AXODR WHIPPLEAXO

1:00 pm In 101 Oteoamp Hall

HOMECOMING 1M7I
Homecoming Meeting-Tuesday March 11
9 PM in I15BA
Chair poaiaona A committee members needed
Coma help plan BGSU'a exarjng Homecoming I
HOMECOMING 19671

Best price, well
maintained,
privacy & deadbolt security,
large
apartments.

|Wings X

SERVICES OFFERED

FRCNOSOFTHEDEAF
Seenl Pizza
9 00atMvtee
Seeyatherel

Highland
Management
Graduate
Rentals
We'll take
care of you

[Top Cops

UAO
Rock Repelling Course

Cott*glale4-H

Maasimino |TBA

Bionic Woman

POLLUTION

Arabic language at SOSU
Whafaitlika?
1/2 r». Sample daaa. 3/14.» or 11 A.M.
tot Shalzel

Thorbred

Movie: *** -Sad8cys"(i995)MarrnLawrence 'FT |RealSports

Incredible Hi*

If Ihie caught your eye.
check out EAO BGSU'a

•FREEJobamarts lor Twantyaomettinga
A street smart look at the business world and
rob market Coma and get Dps on reeumee.mierviewa. and finding career success
MBn.Mavcrt10.7aO
Lenhan Grand Ballroom
OueetJone ? Cat 2-7184

Tonne

|On0elivery|DreamOn |DallyShow ]Comic

[Auto Racing: NASCAR Grand National |Baseball

Bradbury

NEEDING TIPS ON HOW TO PREPARE
YOUR ORGANIZATIONS FOR THE ENO OF
THE YEAR? Coma to Ova Tranaioon WorKshop' on Wednesday. March 12. 1007 in He
Campua Room of the Urson at 7:00 pm. Mambare ol the SOLO Organization and Student
I ile staff will be on hand to aaaist you in preparing your group lor the and of the year and over
the summer For more Information, contact
Sudem Life al 372-2843.

The BO News will noi kntn*ingt> accept aa3>eili veirxnu
thai diKnmriiMr .ocentounfe; d inn mm*** tfaunai any
\«4i**hHiotpT>up°*0*bti%o(ntx.m.co\ot,ctt*<J.
religion, naucanal origin, wiual onciHauon, diubilti).
uaBn aa a vctrria. or on the baau of any other legally
protected tuiui

Is. Fisher

BiMarrJa: 9>Ba>

352-9135
FREE Shuttle Service every 20 minutes
from school to home
email: winthrop@wcnet.org

SUMMIT TERRACE

WINTHROP TERRACE

GRAPHIC DESIGN & VCT
MAJORS
Cain valuable experience before you graduate!
The BG News is currently accepting
applications for Production Assistants.
These part-time paid positions are
available for summer or fall
Flexible hoursday, evening and night
shifts are available.
Pick up an
application at
204 West Ha
or for more
information
call Meg at

372-2952
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